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Abstract
In this thesis analysis and numerical modeling of transport in the edge plasma in the
Alcator C-Mod tokamak are presented. Several important results were obtained in
the course of this work, providing a new understanding of some aspects of the physical
picture of the edge plasma in C-Mod. The key finding are:
* Plasma escaping from the core recycles on the main chamber wall rather than in the
divertor. Thus plasma recycling occurs largely independently in the main chamber
and in the divertor chamber.
* The radial particle transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL) is radially non-uniform
with the "effective" anomalous diffusion coefficient D± growing by more than an order
of magnitude across the SOL.
e Heat flux carried out of the core plasma across the last closed flux surface is in most
cases dominated by radial convection and charge-exchange (CX) neutrals rather than
by anomalous heat diffusion. In certain regimes convection and CX heat conduction
dominate the radial heat transport across the whole SOL.
* The main chamber neutral gas density reflects the level of anomalous particle trans-
port from the core plasma rather than the quality of neutral gas baffling in the di-
vertor.
e The core plasma is fueled by neutrals diffusing into the core mainly through the
lower half of the last closed flux surface.
As these findings touch on the most basic issues in the tokamak edge physics, these
results contribute to our understanding of the tokamak edge plasmas in general,
although they may not fully apply to other tokamaks.
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Title: Senior Research Scientist
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thermonuclear fusion
Atomic nuclei can undergo nuclear reactions producing other nuclei and elementary
particles. One category of such reactions, fission, is a decay process where an unstable
nucleus breaks into two or more fragments, the sum of whose binding energies is
greater than that of the original nucleus. Conversely in a fusion reaction two nuclei
form a heavier nucleus. Generally energy is released in fusion of light nuclei (A ;<
50) and in fragmentation of a heavy nucleus (A 21 50) since the potential energy of
the system is lowered in such processes. Most stable nuclei with minimal potential
energy (per nucleon) have atomic mass close to A ~ 50.
Fusion of light nuclei is a widespread natural phenomenon providing the source of
energy in stars. Generally a self-sustaining fusion reaction requires high temperature
(10' K and more) which is a significant obstacle to achieving such a reaction arti-
ficially. Thus one of the most important considerations for artificial thermonuclear
fusion is the ignition temperature i.e. the temperature which must be achieved be-
fore the fusion reaction can become self-sustaining. Due to the Coulomb barrier the
general trend is that the ignition temperature is lower for lighter nuclei. This is why
15
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fusion of lightest nuclei i.e. isotopes of hydrogen is the most attractive for an artificial
fusion reaction.
For the fusion reaction to occur the reacting nuclei must be brought to each other close
enough to let the internuclear attraction force bind them together. In the classical
theory this implies that the nuclei must have kinetic energy above the Coulomb barrier
e2
Ec = ZZ2(1.1)
Ro
where the Z 1 , Z 2 are the atomic numbers of two reacting nuclei and Ro is the distance
at which the nuclear attraction becomes dominant. For hydrogen isotopes Z=1 and
for light nuclei Ro can be taken as approximately equal to the nuclear diameter,
Ro ~ 5 x 10-1 cm which gives E, - 0.28 MeV. However the quantum tunneling
effect causes the fusion reaction to have a non-zero rate even for relative energy
being smaller than the Coulomb barrier. Still in practice fusion requires very high
temperature at which all atoms are completely ionized which corresponds to the
plasma state of matter.
1.1.1 Fusion of hydrogen isotopes
An obstacle to the fusion of hydrogen H into heavier nuclei is that all stable nuclei
heavier than hydrogen must contain neutrons. This is why burning of hydrogen
which naturally occurs in stars has to be a multi-stage process where in the first
stage deuterium is formed in 0 decay process
H + H -+ D + e++v +0.42MeV (1.2)
and then a reaction between hydrogen and deuterium becomes possible. However
intervention of a 3 decay makes this reaction intolerably slow for artificial fusion.
16
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Other reactions involving H
H + D -He3 + (1.3)
H + T -He4 + (1.4)
are known to have cross-sections that are too small to permit a net gain of energy at
an attainable temperature.
With deuterium D which reacts with itself there are several reactions possible
He3 + n + 3.3MeV
D + D T + H + 4.OMeV
He4 + 23.8MeV
The last of these reactions has a negligible rate compared to the first two which have
approximately equal rates.
Fusion of deuterium D and tritium T occurs according to
D + T -He4 + n + 17.6MeV (1.5)
Another reaction of interest is
D + He3 -> He4 + H + 18.3MeV (1.6)
In this reaction the products are charged particles only which has the potential for
direct conversion of fusion energy into electricity.
The rates of main fusion reactions of interest as functions of temperature assuming
Maxwellian distribution as tabulated in the NRL Plasma Formulary [1] are repre-
sented by graphs shown in Fig. 1.1. The D-T fusion rate is the highest for these
17
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temperature as can be seen from Fig. 1.1. Thus for achieving ignition of fusion
plasma it is easiest to use a 50-50 D-T mixture.
M
A
V
10-1
10 1
10-1
1
1
1
5
6
7
0-18
0-19
0-20
1 10 100 1000
T, keV
Figure 1.1: Fusion reaction rates
1.1.2 Lawson criterion
For ignition the produced fusion power should- be greater than the energy losses from
the plasma. If plasma is heated only by fusion power released in -particles then for
the case of D-T mixture the heating power per unit volume is
1
Pf = 4n 2 < o-v > E0 (1.7)
where n is the ion density, < c-v > is the D-T fusion rate averaged over Maxwellian
distribution, Eo = 3.5 MeV is the a-particle energy.
The energy losses rate is characterized by TE, the energy confinement time, and the
D-T
D-D
D-He.
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energy loss rate per per unit volume is
PL = 3(nT)/7E (1.8)
Combining Eqs. 1.7 and 1.8 together one obtains the condition for self-sustaining
burning
12 T
nTE > < v - (1.9)
The right hand side of Eq. 1.9 has a minimum at T ~ 30 keV at which the ignition
condition becomes [2]
nrE > 1.5 x 104 (cm-sS) (1.10)
The latter is the Lawson criterion for burning plasma. A more detailed analysis [2]
shows that for ignition temperature has to be about 10 keV.
The requirement for the temperature T ~ 10 keV and the Lawson criterion (Eq. 1.10)
provide two main conditions for self-sustaining burning of a D-T plasma.
1.2 Advantages of fusion as an energy source
1.2.1 Inexhaustible energy source
The attractiveness of thermonuclear fusion as an energy source comes from a vast
energy release in fusion reactions. The basic fusion material for fusion is deuterium
which is present to the extent of 1 atom to 6500 atoms of ordinary hydrogen in water.
In spite of this small proportion the amount of deuterium in one gallon of water
could produce as much energy as burning of 300 gallons of gasoline. If all deuterium
available in the oceans could be used for energy production the total energy release
would be at least 10" kilowatt-years. The world's present energy consumption rate
is about 1010 kilowatts [2]. Thus the available deuterium would be sufficient for
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
practically unlimited time even with an increase by a large factor of earth's population
and energy consumption per capita.
1.2.2 Environment-friendly energy source
Compared to the main present sources of energy such as the fossil fuels and the
fission reactors the fusion reactor will be producing much less wastes per a unit
of produced power. Production of C02 in burning of fossil fuels is believed to be
possibly related to the greenhouse effect and global warming. In a fusion reaction no
C02 will be produced. Unlike a fission reactor in a fusion reactor there will be no
appreciable amount of radioactive material produced. However a fusion reactor will
need a shielding from neutrons and other radiation.
1.2.3 Safety issues
In spite of the fact that a gram of deuterium is equivalent to the explosive energy of
80 tons of TNT, a fusion reactor can be expected to be completely safe. The reason is
that at any time in a reactor there will be only a small amount of nuclear fuel which
does not have enough energy to cause any damage. The thermonuclear fuel cannot
explode by itself since the conditions for such self-sustaining reaction are extremely
difficult to achieve.
1.3 Tokamak concept
1.3.1 Magnetic confinement
If plasma is in direct contact with a material wall it will rapidly lose its energy.
By applying strong magnetic field one can provide insulation of plasma from the
walls and thus achieve a large energy confinement time. In a magnetic field the
20
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Lorentz force F = v x B makes charged particles gyrate about the magnetic field
lines. However in the along-field direction the particle moves freely and an open-
end magnetic configuration would suffer from end losses. To eliminate the open-end
losses the magnetic configuration has to be closed; in a tokamak the configuration is
toroidal. In addition, a helical twist is needed for the magnetic lines to establish a
stable plasma configuration.
1.3.2 Tokamak design
In a tokamak the magnetic lines lie on nested toroidal magnetic flux surfaces (Fig.
1.2).
Figure 1.2: Magnetic flux surfaces in a tokamak. A charged particle is bound to
the magnetic line and thus to the flux surface since in the cross-field
direction its motion is constrained by the Lorentz force.
Here the helically-twisted magnetic field lines are obtained by superposition of a
toroidal magnetic field created by external coils and a toroidal current flowing in
plasma. The plasma current is also used for ohmic heating of the plasma. This
current is induced by driving externally a time-dependent current in the winding
around the tokamak core (see Fig. 1.3).
21
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a tokamak
1.3.3 Edge flux surfaces
For a closed flux surface a magnetic line can either close after a finite number of turns
or wind infinitely. External flux surfaces which are in contact with the walls of the
tokamak are not closed. Since it is desirable to minimize the contact between plasma
and the walls one can use a so called limiter to keep plasma from touching the whole
side wall. Another approach proposed at the early age of fusion research [3 is to
modify the topology of the external magnetic field to create a magnetic separatrix
between the open and closed flux surfaces (see Fig. 1.4).
B/
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Toroidal limiter
-- --- - - p
Magnetic divertor
0 0 -
Figure 1.4: Limiter configuration vs. magnetic divertor
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Chapter 2
Edge plasma in a divertor tokamak
2.1 Subject of the edge plasma
In the core region of the plasma magnetic surfaces close on themselves. Charged
particles move mainly along the field lines and thus are confined to the flux surfaces
(however due to field curvature there is also a slow drift across flux surfaces). Also,
due to anomalous transport and collisions, particles diffuse across flux surfaces.
Outside of the last closed flux surface (LCFS) there are open flux surfaces that are in
direct contact with material walls of the reactor. This region forms the plasma edge.
Here charged particles are not confined, as in the core plasma, and in a short time
they leave plasma by coming in contact with the wall due to rapid motion along field
lines.
2.1.1 Importance of the edge plasma
There are several physics and technology aspects which make the edge plasma quite
important for tokamak operation.
* The edge plasma forms the boundary of the core plasma and therefore it affects the
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core. The edge plasma in a fusion reactor must carry out large fluxes of energy and
a-particles without degrading the high temperature and density conditions required
in the core plasma.
" The power density at the target plates must stay below technological limits.
" An important issue is impurity transport from the wall to the core plasma since
impurities present in the core plasma cause significant energy loss through radiation,
as well as dilution of the ion fuel. The edge plasma temperature, density and flow
distributions should be optimized to prevent penetration of impurities into the core
plasma.
* For efficient helium ash exhaust, the gas density must be sufficiently high at the
pump port entrance.
Thus the design of the magnetic configuration and the geometry of plasma facing
components play critical roles in a fusion reactor. Successfull design will require
understanding and control of features of the edge plasma.
2.1.2 Geometry of a tokamak with magnetic divertor
For magnetic divertors there are double-null and single-null configurations depending
on whether there are two x-points in the edge plasma (one at the top and one at the
bottom) or only one. Here in the edge plasma there are the scrape-off layer region
(SOL) and the private flux (PF) region (see Fig. 2.1).
2.2 Scrape-off layer
The first important process in the SOL is particle transport along field lines. In the
direction parallel to the magnetic field, charged particles can stream freely, interrupted
only by collisions with other particles. Thus transport along field lines is governed
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Figure 2.1: Poloidal cross-section of a tokamak with a magnetic divertor having a
single x-point at the bottom
by collisions.
2.2.1 Collisional parallel heat transport
The Coulomb collision rate for electrons is
v, ~ 4.5 - 10~
and the electron mean free path length is
(2.1)
(2.2)~1.5- 10 [CM]
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where T is the electron temperature in eV, n is the electron density in cm- 3 .
Electron-ion and ion-ion mean free paths are practically identical to this, within a
factor of order of unity.
In collisional regime (i.e. in the regime where the mean free path length is much
smaller than the characteristic size of the system) the parallel heat transport is local
ql = -nxIV IT (2.3)
Collisional heat conduction can be estimated as a random walk process
XII ~ D11  A2 V (2.4)
Thus the electron parallel heat conductivity is
nil = nXII,e ~ nA v ~ 2800 TV2 [Wm 1 eV- 7/ 2] (2.5)
The ion heat diffusivity xIIi is smaller than xI,e by a large factor vMi/me.
Usually validity of the collisional estimate implies that the collisional mean free path
length is small compared to the temperature gradient scale length: A, < LT. But the
validity criterion for Eq. 2.3 is more stringent, since heat conduction is dominated
by tail electrons with a velocity ~ 3-4 V, for which the mean free path length is
Ahc ~ 5Ae [4]. For steeper gradients, the heat flux is non-locally determined by a
weighted mean of the temperature profile over a range of a few \e.
In C-Mod at the separatrix n - 10" cm-3 and T ~ 50 eV, thus Ae - 40 cm. The
connection length from plate to plate for an open magnetic field line in C-Mod is
about 15 m. This seems to be large enough for validity of the local collisional heat
transport model. However due to the strong temperature dependence in X11, most of
the temperature drop occurs right at the plate where the parallel gradients are very
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large. Thus at the plate the local collisional transport model is violated, and here
kinetic corrections are required. Far from the plate, the local collisional transport
model is valid for C-Mod.
2.2.2 Parallel plasma flow
The situation for the flow of particles is far more complicated than that for the
flow of energy. Material surfaces, such as the target plates or the limiter, are sinks
for particles, but there are also other significant sources and sinks in the plasma
volume due to ionization and recombination. Presently there is no clarity in spatial
distribution of particle sources and sinks in the tokamak edge plasma. The complexity
of the parallel flow is illustrated by existence of reverse flows (away from the divertor
in SOL) observed in many experiments [5, 6, 7]. However it is usually found that the
particle flow in SOL is substantially subsonic (M ;E 0.1) [6, 7].
2.2.3 SOL profiles
The most basic experimental information about the edge plasma is in the measured
profiles of plasma density ne(r) and electron temperature Te(r). It is generally known
that these profiles decay in an exponential-like manner towards the wall. On C-
Mod, the typical e-folding lengths are of the order of a few mm according to the
measurements from a scanning Langmuir probe [6].
Temperature profile
The Te(r) profile can be used for estimating the cross-field heat diffusivity if one
assumes that the cross-field heat flux is balanced by the [classical] parallel heat con-
duction.
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The cross-field heat flux, q1, is
q1 = (nx1)VLT/AT (2.6)
where AT is the width of the Te(r) profile, n, is the plasma density at the separatrix
and x± is the cross-field heat diffusivity.
For sufficiently high collisionality the parallel heat flux, q1, due to [classical] parallel
heat conduction is
q1I ~ rz T,/Lc (2.7)
where nt is given by Eq. 2.5, T, is the separatrix temperature, and L, is the connection
length along the field line from plate to plate. Eq. 2.7 implies that the target
plate temperature is much smaller than the upstream temperature T, (high recycling
regime).
Assuming also that the volumetric heat loss is small the condition for the heat flux
being divergence-free V - = 0 gives
q /AT + qlj/LC = 0 (2.8)
Combining Eq. 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 together one arrives at a simple relation
X- nL (2.9)
For typical C-Mod edge parameters: n, ~ 1020 m- 3 , T, ~ 50 eV, AT ~ 5 mm, L, ~
15 m Eq. 2.9 gives the value of xi about 0.05 m 2/S.
One should note that the electron temperature profile can be affected by energy ex-
change between electrons and ions. Simple calculations show that this effect becomes
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important if temperature difference between the two species is larger than
AT ~103 (Ae/Lc) 2  (2.10)
As shown above in C-Mod Ae/L, ~ 3 10-2 and thus T and T must be different by
a factor of 2 2 to make this effect significant.
Density profile
Neglecting the volumetric particle sources and sinks one can get an estimate of the
cross-field particle diffusion coefficient D± in the SOL from the density profile ne(r),
assuming simply that the radial particle flux F1 is balanced by the parallel flow to
the divertor:
(D_ )/A, = nvil/L, (2.11)
or
D- = Anv 1 /L, (2.12)
Assuming the characteristic Mach number of the flow M ~ 0.1 for C-Mod parameters
L, ~ 15 m, T, ~ 50 eV, An - 5 mm this gives D± ~ 0.05 m 2 /s in agreement with
the previous estimate for X± (Eq. 2.9).
2.2.4 Collisional cross-field transport
For the collisional cross-field transport the step size is the gyro-radius p. Then the
classical cross-field heat difusivity is
x, ~D ~vp p2 (2.13)
Simple geometry arguments show that like-particle collisions produce no net diffusive
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flux so it is the electron-ion collision frequency that enters here. Since the collision
frequency is proportional to T-3 /2 while p2 oc T, perpendicular diffusion decreases
with temperature:
x-~ D- oc T-1 (2.14)
unlike the T'12 dependence of xii.
For a numerical estimate of the cross-field collisional transport, combining the electron-
ion collision frequency with the electron gyroradius squared gives
X.L ~~ D1 ~ 3 - 1-4 (2.15)
v/T B2
where again T is in eV and the rest in cgs units.
For typical parameters in the edge plasma in C-Mod: n 1014 cm-3, T - 50 eV,
B ~ 5 -10' Gauss this gives collisional cross-field transport coefficients of the order of
a few cm 2 /s. However toroidal effects enhance significantly the classical (collisional)
transport according to the neoclassical theory [2]. In the highly collisional Pfirsch-
Schluter regime [2] (which is certainly the case in the SOL in C-Mod) the neoclassical
cross-field transport coefficients turn out to be greater than those in the slab geometry
(as given by Eq. 2.13) by a factor of ~ q2 /2 where q is the safety factor; q is about
2-4 at the edge. However this is still not enough to account for the observed level
of transport. Detailed modeling studies of these effects showed that the neoclassical
transport still leads to underestimate of the measured cross-field transport rates [8].
2.2.5 Anomalous cross-field transport
As experimental radial SOL temperature profiles indicate that the level of cross-field
transport greatly exceeds the classical transport the cross-field transport is anomalous
i.e. caused by collective phenomena and turbulence rather than by particle collisions.
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There are two different mechanisms through which the anomalous transport can arise:
magnetic field fluctuations and electric field fluctuations. (In the literature they are
often incorrectly called "electromagnetic" and "electrostatic" fluctuations. Electro-
magnetic effects may or may not be important for the turbulence mechanism but this
has nothing to do with the question of whether it is t or B fluctuations that cause
the anomalous transport.)
The magnetic field fluctuations destroy the nested structure of the magnetic flux
surfaces by creating domains of overlapping magnetic islands (also called "magnetic
flutter" or "stochastic layer"). Magnetic fluctuation give rise to radial particle flux [8]
S=( ), (2.16)
radial convected heat flux
qo = n Tr, (2.17)2±
and radial conducted heat flux
M - dT
q,, = -nX(Br)-, (2.18)
where brackets <> denote time-averaging over many fluctuations, X(B,) is model
dependent [8]
However the magnetic field fluctuations are believed to play a minor role in the edge
plasma according to experimental [9, 10, 11] and computational [12] studies.
Electric field fluctuations can drive particle flux by the E x B drift. There are several
review papers on edge transport due to electric fluctuations; a recent one is by Endler
[13].
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The radial particle flux due to k fluctuations is [8]
6E= i x B
= B2 (2.19)
radial convected heat flux
E 5 E
qEonv = 2 T (2.20)
and radial conducted heat flux
E 5 TE xB
qond = - (n B 2  (2.21)
It was found in some experiments [14] that the global particle confinement time
is in reasonable agreement with particle fluxes calculated from measured fi and t
fluctuations. The problem of establishing whether the heat loss is in agreement with
fluctuation induced heat flux is more complicated than it is for particle transport.
There is less published information on this matter and the situation remains less
conclusive.
2.2.6 Theoretical models of edge plasma turbulence
Models for turbulence in the SOL are based on those from core turbulence but with
added effects arising from the presence of limiter or divertor plates, namely that the
field lines are open and there is a sheath boundary condition to be imposed at these
plates [15]. In theoretical analysis it was found that the edge turbulence can be
driven by interchange instability [16], resistive ballooning instability and non-linear
drift wave instability [17], ionization drift instability [18], radiation driven modes [19],
and by other mechanisms.
The comparison of various theories with the experimental scaling of transport coeffi-
cients is not very encouraging. There are several reasons. First, it is likely that many
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effects together have to be included (temperature and density fluctuations, gradients
and curvature of the magnetic field, electromagnetic effects, electron inertia, sheath
boundary conditions, radial electric field) to quantitatively reproduce the observed
fluctuations characteristics and induced transport. Second, there is evidence that
the transport in the SOL may not be diffusive and analysis of large scale convective
processes may be necessary. Third, some of the edge turbulence may come from
propagation of turbulence from the core.
Thus more comprehensive non-linear computer simulations are needed to determine
the features of the edge turbulence. Results from such numerical modeling of edge
transport were presented in several reports [12, 20, 17]. These calculations are rather
involved, still presently the most sophisticated computer simulations are not in a good
quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
Thus, we presently have some qualitative understanding of the mechanism of the
anomalous transport in the edge plasma but still there is no analytic theory, nor a
computer model that would describe quantitatively the results inferred from exper-
iments.
2.2.7 Empirical scaling of edge transport
If, even without a complete theoretical understanding, we had empirical knowledge
of the features of the edge transport this would be sufficient to design next gener-
ation fusion devices. This motivated database studies of edge plasma parameters
[6, 21, 22, 23, 24]. A comprehensive statistical investigation of measured density and
temperature profile widths, A, and AT, for a group of major tokamaks was recently
undertaken [23]. In particular it was found in [23] that in the low-recycling regime
(defined there loosely as the regime with the separatrix electron temperature T, 1 50
eV) in all machines the general trend is A,, AT Oc (ALCFSIp)0 .7 , where ALCFS is the
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surface area, while in the high-recycling regime (i.e. for T,, ;< 50 eV) the widths
increase rapidly with increasing separatrix temperature Te,. This approach helps
in illuminating trends more dedicated experiments are needed to provide a reliable
extrapolation to larger machines.
In a different, perhaps more "physical", approach [24] twenty-one theoretical models
of edge transport were considered, including those based on the effects of resistivity on
ballooning and interchanges modes, drift turbulence, temperature gradient instabili-
ties [15]. These models were tested on consistency with transport coefficients inferred
from existing data. Some of these models indeed appear to fit better the data, and
this perhaps may elucidate the underlying physics. Still the fits to data presented in
that work [24] are far from being very convincing.
2.3 Divertor
In a divertor the LCFS is defined solely by the magnetic field and plasma surface
interactions are remote from the confined plasma. There are several ways in which
impurities can be produced: by interaction of ions and neutral particles with the wall,
by evaporation due to high heat load, or by arcing. In the divertor configuration
impurities released from the target are ionized and may be swept back to the target
by the plasma flow before they can reach the LCFS and enter the confined plasma.
However the advantage of divertor configuration in achieving cleaner plasma than
those achieved in the limiter configurations still remains to be confirmed [25, 8]. Still
the divertors have a clear advantage in achieving high gas compression which is allows
to pump helium ash, and in radiating power though atomic processes which alleviates
the heat load on the plasma facing components.
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2.3.1 Impurity production
Physical and chemical ion sputtering is the most significant source of impurities in a
fusion reactor [8]. Physical sputtering is the removal of atoms from the surface of the
of a solid as a result of impact by ions or atoms. In general there is a threshold energy
ET, of the incident ion below which physical sputtering cannot occur [2]. Since ET
tends to be higher for materials with higher atomic mass the optimal choice for plasma
facing components can be a material with a rather high Z (such as molybdenum in
the case of Alcator C-Mod).
In chemical sputtering the wall material is eroded through chemical binding with
hydrogen and other present substances. Chemical sputtering does not have a power
threshold.
2.3.2 Plasma sheath
The most important feature of interaction of plasma with an absorbing surface is the
development of an electrically charged layer at the surface. Generally in plasma the
electrons have much larger thermal velocity than the ions. Therefore when plasma is
in contact with an absorbing surface an electric field builds up to maintain plasma
neutrality by repelling faster electrons. The principal potential drop is 6 ~ 3Te/e
and it is located in a narrow region, the sheath [26].
The sheath thickness is of the order of several Debye lengths: AD ~ 7.43 x 10 2 T 1/2 n-1/ 2
where T is in eV, otherwise cgs unit used. For typical parameters in the edge plasma
in C-Mod n ~ 10" cm- 3 , T ~ 10 eV one finds AD ~ 104 cm, thus the sheath is very
thin. A small electric field, the presheath, extends more deeply into plasma. Due to
the presheath ions are accelerated towards the sheath and as a result plasma enters
the sheath at the sound speed.
The energy of plasma ions reaching the surface is determined by their thermal energy
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and the sheath potential through which they fall. Since ion impact on surface can
cause sputtering which depends strongly on the ion energy the sheath has a strong
effect on impurity production and thus on overall performance of a fusion reactor.
The sheath also influences the flow of power to a surface. The power flux to the
surface can be written
P = -yFT (2.22)
where I' is the ion flux density and -Y, is the sheath power transmission coefficient. The
factor -y, is approximately 6.5 for a hydrogen plasma with T = T and no secondary
electron emission [2]. If there is secondary electron emission the factor -Y, can be
significantly enhanced.
2.3.3 Recycling and refueling
In most tokamaks the pulse length is many times larger than the particle replacement
time [8]. Thus on average each plasma ion many times comes to the target plate and
returns to the plasma during discharge. This process is called recycling.
When a plasma ion arrives at a solid surface it undergoes a series of elastic and
inelastic collisions with the atoms of the solid. It may either be backscattered after
one or more collisions, or slow down in the solid and be trapped. The trapped atoms
can subsequently reach the plasma again after diffusion back to the solid surface. The
ratio of the flux returning to the plasma from the solid, to the incident flux, is called
the recycling coefficient.
The backscattering of ions incident on a surface depends primarily on the ion energy
and on the ratio of the masses of the surface atom and the incident atom. The
particles that are backscattered are predominantly neutral. The average energy of
the backscattered particles is typically 30-50 % of the incident energy.
The hydrogen atoms that have been absorbed by the solid can be trapped, otherwise
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they are released from the surface usually having thermal energies characteristic of
the solid surface.
In a long discharge the plasma facing components attain an equilibrium where they
return neutral particles at the same rate as they absorb ions. This is the case of
complete edge refueling. However for achieving fusion conditions a peaked density
profile may be more favourable. This can be achieved by core refueling using pellets
of frozen hydrogen or neutral beams.
2.4 H-modes
For divertor tokamaks subject to strong auxiliary heating, two regimes with different
confinement time can exist at about the same operating conditions. These regimes
are dubbed L-modes and H-modes for low and high energy confinement. The mecha-
nism for achieving the H-mode is still not entirely understood. The key parameter for
getting into the H-mode is a sufficiently large input power although the power thresh-
old depends on BT, ie, the heating method, and some other parameters. Apparently
the existence of an x-point is favourable for reducing the anomalous transport, as the
H-modes are (with very few exceptions) found only in divertor tokamaks.
The H-mode is characterized by steep density and temperature gradients just inside
the separatrix. Thus in the H-mode the anomalous transport coefficients near the
edge are reduced dramatically.
2.5 Edge plasma studies in Alcator C-Mod
Alcator C-Mod is a compact tokamak (major radius of plasma R = 0.68 m), with a
high magnetic field (5 Tesla and more), capable of producing shaped divertor plasmas.
Its unique (for a machine of such class) feature is its molybdenum plasma facing com-
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ponents and a closed divertor geometry. The core plasma density routinely achieved
in C-Mod is n ; 4 x 1020 m- 3 . Additional heating is supplied by ICRH.
A cross-sectional schematic diagram of C-Mod is shown in figure 2.2.
Alcator C-Mod has a variety of edge plasma diagnostics including two scanning Lang-
muir probes providing plasma density and temperature measurements across the SOL,
a set of stationary Langmuir probes on the target plates providing plasma density
and temperature measurements at the targets plates, bolometers providing radiated
power data, a Thomson scattering system measuring plasma density and temperature
across the SOL and inside the LCFS, and some other diagnostics.
2.6 Current problems in edge physics
In conclusion of this chapter the author would like to mention some highest priority
problems in the edge physics today as it is presently viewed in the edge plasma
community [25].
" What is the scaling of the anomalous X±?
" Is there a significant contribution to cross-field heat transport due to convection?
" What role do the ions play in the flow of power?
" Is the parallel electron heat transport collisional or are kinetic effects important?
" What determines the radial density distribution in the edge plasma?
And specifically for Alcator C-Mod an important question is
* What is the mechanism of the core plasma fueling?
To address these questions the author has conducted an investigation of edge trans-
port in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak, which is described further in the present thesis.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of cross-field heat
diffusivity in the SOL
The power width in the edge plasma is one of the most critical parameters of a fusion
reactor since it determines the magnitude of the heat flux density that has to be
accommodated by the divertor. The power width depends on the anomalous cross-
field thermal diffusivity xi in the edge plasma. The value of x± can be estimated
from the experimental SOL temperature profile using Eq. 2.9. This kind of estimate
generally gives a numerical value in the range 0.05 - 1 m2 /s for C-Mod and other
tokamaks [25].
This simple way of estimating x± does not take into account the two-dimensional
effects. A more rigorous approach is to use one of the existing edge codes (such as
UEDGE, B2, EDGE2D etc.) and by matching experimental SOL T profiles infer a
value of x± [27, 28].
However to design next generation fusion devices one needs to determine how x±
scales with main parameters of the reactor such as plasma density, temperature,
magnetic field strength etc. In order to infer such scalings a systematic study has
to be undertaken for a large number of discharges over a broad range of parameters.
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Such a study is not practical using the large existing edge plasma codes, which contain
very detailed physics models and accurate treatment of geometry, however running
these codes is difficult and modeling even a single discharge requires much time (many
hours or days).
Another way to extract information about anomalous transport in the edge plasma
is the "interpretive" approach. Here a simpler model is used, drawing on as much
data as possible directly from the experiment. To address the problem of analysis of
x1 in the edge plasma for a large number of discharges a new code, EDGEFIT, has
been developed by the author. This code combines the high speed of an interpretive
code with accurate 2-D treatment of the real geometry.
3.1 Model description
The simplest model for the cross-field heat transport in the SOL is to assume that
the anomalous heat flux is diffusive
q1 = -nx±V _T (3.1)
with Xy being the anomalous heat diffusivity.
This x± has the meaning of an "effective" thermal diffusivity. If the cross-field thermal
energy flux has a convective term, due to particle diffusion, then
5
qj = -nxV_±T - 5TDVjn (3.2)2
then the effective x can include both heat diffusion and convection:
eff 5 9ln(n)X± = X- + -D ln(T ) (3.3)
Similarly the effective x can include a pinch term.
3.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION
It is assumed that the heat flux in the direction along the field is given by the classical
heat conduction
g = -C Vi 1T (3.4)
with the Spitzer heat conduction coefficient (Eq. 2.5)
KI = 2800 -T/ 2 [Wm-leV-7 / 2] (3.5)
In the simplest model the source term (radiation) can be completely neglected here
since radiation occurs mainly below the x-point level and thus should have only a
small effect on the upstream radial T profile in SOL. However it can be kept for
generality. Then the resulting equation modeling heat transport in the edge plasma
is
V - (61K1IVIIT + &LnXV±T) = Pad (3.6)
Although this equation looks quite simple it is not analytically solvable due to the
non-linearity entering through the nil temperature dependence. Another problem is
the complexity of the real geometry determined by the magnetic field and material
boundaries.
3.1.1 Flux coordinates
Since the heat transport is anisotropic with respect to the direction of the magnetic
field the natural choice of the coordinate system is the magnetic flux coorinates. We
need to make the transformation from a cylindrical coordinate system (R, Z, 0) to
a flux coordinate system (0, x, ') where we will choose the poloidal flux 0 as the
generalized radial coordinate (see Appendix A), x as the generalized poloidal angle
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(taken orthogonal to V1b) and 4 as the real toroidal angle.
b V
Figure 3.1: Principal directions. The 4 coordinate is the toroidal angle, b is the
normalized magnetic field vector, 0 is orthogonal to the flux surface, c
is orthogonal to both b and 4.
The principal directions are defined by the following set of vectors (hat denotes a unit
vector):
B Bb= L + = + = bx (3.7)
The starting point for this coordinate transformation is to assume that we know the
functional relationship between the original coordinates and the generalized coordi-
nates
4' = (R, Z), (3.8)
X = X(R, Z).
The element of arc length ds is given by
3.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION
(ds)2 = gV (d) 2 + gxx(dx) 2 + g44(do) 2  (3.9)
where the gij are just the diagonal elements of the covariant metric tensor. Since
we working with orthogonal coordinates there are only diagonal terms in the metric
tensor and the elements of the contravariant metric tensor gZj are easily related to
the elements of the covariant tensor gij by gjj = 1/g" (no sum). The elements of g'2
are calculated from (3.8) as
9V' = VO -VO = (RBx) 2  (3.10)
g X = VX. VX =\&RJ2 Kaz)2
9x =0 V O = +
_1
g = ~Vq3 R2
where B. = Vo x Vo is the poloidal magnetic field. The volume elements transform
with Jacobian which is the square root of the determinant of the metric tensor. Since
we are working with orthogonal coordinates there are only diagonal terms in the
metric tensor and the Jacobian is
Vg~= (gVegXXg00)1/2 hphxR = x
where hx =-5 and ho Vgy . Now we need to express all of the needed
differential operators in the flux coordinates. The gradient operator for a scalar is
I OA 1 9A 1 &AVA =- v O + Tx x + R To +- e, (3.11)
The divergence of a vector is
V . (RhxAp) + (RhAx)) + (3.12)V~g a '9XR &aY
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The heat diffusivity tensor in the (4, , b) basis is diagonal(X.L 0 0
X 0 ,
0 0 x1
Then in the axi-symmetric (a/9 = 0) case our heat conduction equation (Eq. 3.6)
becomes
(nC1 + T nC2 TX= VWd (3.13)
where
C1 = Rhx± (3.14)ho
RhV(b0x_ + b2I)
C2 =X X (3.15)
3.1.2 Semi-analytic solutions
To obtain some insight on the the non-linear PDE (3.13) it is instructive to analyze
a simpler non-linear PDE that has a similar form
,
2 (T 7 / 2 ) a2T
5s +C -= 0 (3.16)
where p stands for the radial (flux) coordinate, s is the poloidal projection of the length
along the magnetic line and the constant C lumps together all constant factors.
Equation (3.16) corresponds to the slab model of the SOL with constant cross-field
heat conduction (nx±). Consider the domain {p > 0; -1 < s < 1} with boundary
conditions
.T(s=1)=T(s=-1)=0; T(p--+oo)= 0 ((3.17)
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Assume that there is a solution with separating variables: T = R(p)S(s). Then
solving for the radial part R(p) one finds
R(p) = (p + po)- (3.18)
where po is a constant. This describes a non-exponential decay of the radial temper-
ature profile.
The poloidal profile is given by
S(s) = S(s) 3)6 (3.19)
where S(s) is a solution of the following non-linear eigenvalue problem
s -(3.20)d.52
with boundary conditions $(-1) = S(1) = 0.
The eigenvalue problem (Eq. 3.20) can be easily solved numerically by the shooting
method [29] and the resulting $(s) profile is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates an important feature of the poloidal temperature profile in the
SOL: temperature drops rapidly near the target plates and in the main SOL it re-
mains relatively constant. This is a direct consequence of the non-linear parallel heat
conduction (oc T / 2).
3.1.3 Computational approach
In the general case the non-linear PDE (3.13) has to be solved numerically on a
computational mesh. It is sufficient to use a simple 5-point stencil (see Fig. 3.3)
since there are no cross derivatives in Eq. (3.13) which is the advantage of solving
the problem in orthogonal coordinates.
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Figure 3.2: Numerical solution of the non-linear eigenvalue problem (3.20).
First the PDE is discretized using a conservative finite-difference scheme [30] which
results in a system of N non-linear equations where N is the number of nodes in the
mesh. This set of equations represents the constraints imposed on T values at each
of the nodes of the mesh by the resulting finite-difference equation (for the internal
nodes), or by boundary conditions (for the boundary nodes).
f() = 0
f 2 (T) = 0
fN(T) 0
(3.21)
where T = {T 1, T2 , ... , TN} is the ordered set of T values on the mesh.
Next, this set of equations f(f) = 6 is iteratively relaxed towards a solution by the
i a 1
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Figure 3.3: Computational "molecule" for solving Eq. (3.13) numerically by finite
difference methods.
Newton's method [29]
f-l1 = Tn- ( )-if(f) (3.22)
aT n
At each iteration the set of equations is linearized, then the resulting sparse linear
system is solved. Iterations are repeated until convergence is achieved.
For solving this problem the author developed a numerical code capable of solving a
general non-linear elliptic PDE in arbitrary 2-D locally orthogonal coordinates. The
code is written in IDL and FORTRAN and uses a standard direct (non-iterative)
sparse linear solver from the IMSL library [31]. The geometry information in the
form of R(X, 0) and Z(X, 4) is passed to the code which evaluates numerically the
appropriate metric coefficients.
3.1.4 Test problems
Several sample problems have been run to test the code's performance. One such
test was solving of Laplace's equation V 2 U = 0 inside a torus with rectangular cross-
sestion (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the test problem. The Laplace's equation is solved numer-
ically inside a torus with rectangular crossection.
With simple boundary conditions
U(z = 0) = U(z = h) = U(p = a) = Vo; U(p = b) = Vo + V (3.23)
the problem retains toroidal symmetry and has an analytic solution [32]
21
U (p, z) =Vo + - x (3.24)7r
s0 (2m+) 1 ir(2m+l) Ko ((2m+1) - I (r2m+u a] Ko [_(2_+Zsin 'h Z X hr 2n~) h ~ (r+) h 0  hj f+PI
m 2m +1 Io [7r(2m+l)b] Ko 7r(2m+l) - Io [ir(2m+la K0 [7(2m+)b
Here 1o and Ko are the zeroth order Bessel functions of imaginary argument of the
1st and 2nd kind respectively.
A numerical solution for a particular case: h = 4, a = 1, b = 7, Vo = 1, V = 10 is
shown in Fig. 3.5. It appears to be very close to the exact solution given by Eq. 3.24.
Several similar tests with sample linear and non-linear problems allowed the author
to verify the code's performance.
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Figure 3.5: Numerical solution of Laplace's equation inside a torus with rectangular
cross-section and the relative error defined as I(Tnm - Texact)/T.actl.
The maximal error is about 6% and it appears in the corners where the
boundary condition is discontinous.
3.1.5 Solving in the real geometry
In the real geometry case solving the heat conduction equation (Eq. 3.13) requires a
computational mesh which follows the real geometry. For the edge plasma in C-Mod
such a mesh is constructed by a grid generator program (developed by B.LaBombard)
based on EFIT [33] magnetic reconstruction. An example of such a mesh is shown in
Fig. 3.6.
The boundary conditions are specified according to the experimental data. Typically
at the innermost boundary it is the value of the temperature or the heat flux, for
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Figure 3.6: Computational mesh used for modeling of the edge plasma in C-Mod
with the EDGEFIT code. A mesh is generated individually for a given
shot and time slice.
the outermost boundary usually heat flux is set zero, and for the material boundary
nodes the temperature is specified according to the measured temperature there.
3.2 Simulations and data analysis
3.2.1 Sensitivity studies
As expected, the calculated radial T profile is steeper with small Xi and flatter for
large Xi (Fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Three modeled radial x profiles and three resulting radial T profiles.
For smaller separatrix Xi value the T profile is steeper. However the T
profile is not sensitive to x_ further out in the SOL (p > 5 mm).
Solving the direct problem is finding a 2-D T profile on the mesh for a given xi(p)
profile. Solving the inverse problem is finding the best matching x(p) profile for a
given radial T profile. An important feature of this problem found in simulations is
that two very different Xi(p) profiles can correspond to very similar T(p) profiles.
The T profile is relatively sensitive to the separatrix value of xi, but not to the Xi
values further out into the SOL (Fig. 3.7). The main reason for this is that the plasma
density profile is rapidly decreasing in the radial direction, and for a given density
profile, the product (nxi) that enters (Eq. 3.6) depends mainly on the separatrix
value of Xi. This property makes it difficult, if not impossible, to extract the whole
radial profile xi(p) from the noisy measured radial T profiles. It appears that it
is only the separatrix xi value, Xio, that can be found more or less reliably, and
therefore only it is discussed further.
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3.2.2 Fitting yi to data
From the experiment one has the electron temperature profiles across the SOL (mea-
sured by a scanning Langmuir probe [6]) and with this data one can find the yj best
describing the experiment within the frame of our model.
In general a match with experimental Alcator C-Mod radial T profiles is obtained
for xi in the range 0.1-10 m2 /s. The model allows us to match the experimental T
profiles quite well; the fit error is usually about 1 eV per data point, which is just a
few percent.
To make extraction of x-L automatic in the code, in an external optimization loop,
Xj(p) is represented by a piece-wise linear function with several free parameters which
are optimized to match the data. This solves the inverse problem of finding x±(p)
from the measured temperature data. This external optimization is made by the
downhill simplex method [29]. The optimization is completely automatic and takes
just a few minutes on a DEC Alpha workstation. The code, combining an elliptic
solver with an external optimization routine, was named EDGEFIT [22]. Hundreds
of discharges have been analyzed by EDGEFIT, a task that would be impractical
using a large predictive code (such as UEDGE, B2.5 etc).
3.2.3 Data analysis
EDGEFIT was run on a large number of Alcator C-Mod discharges and the calculated
x.o values were placed into a database containing a variety of information for each of
the discharges. Regression analyses, with statistical tests of relevance and redundancy
of regressors, were used to find what local (near separatrix) or global parameters could
be responsible for variations of Xjo. The database contains more than 500 time slices,
mostly ohmic-heated L-modes. The range of core plasma density in the database is
0.5-2.8 1020 m-3, plasma current 0.4-1.1 MA, toroidal magnetic field 2.8-7.9 Tesla,
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Figure 3.8: Neutral gas leak through the bypass in the Alcator C-Mod divertor.
separatrix temperature 20-80 eV, and safety factor (q9s) 3.0-7.4.
The whole data set consists of three subsets that were treated independently. These
subsets correspond to the operation periods before and after July 1995 when a bypass
leak of neutral gas was partially closed in Alcator C-Mod divertor (see Fig. 3.8), and
after December 1996 when boron was first introduced in the Alcator C-Mod vessel
[6].
It appears that the subsets corresponding to open and closed bypass have quite differ-
ent Xo values. For discharges with open bypass the inferred X-o values are larger on
average by a factor of about 3 than for those with bypass closed. This has been pre-
viously found from approximate onion-skin model analysis [6]. A neutral gas bypass
leak in the divertor can probably cause a local perturbation of plasma temperature
in SOL. This may be a possible explanation for this effect. There also a possiblity
that this is an artifact caused by a systematic error in the FSP measurements.
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Within each of the data subsets. a linear regression analysis was applied in search of
a power law scaling for -o versus other parameters according to
in (xjo) = Co + C1 In(X 1 ) + C, ln(X2 ) + ... +Cv ln(Xav) (3.25)
where Ci are fitted constants and Xj are the independent variables. Various sets
of plasma parameters were tested as independent variables Xj: core plasma density
n..re, separatrix plasma density nse,, separatrix plasma temperature Tep, toroidal
magnetic field Btor, the safety factor q95, the midplane neutral pressure Pmid and the
divertor neutral pressure Pbot. The partial F-test [34] was used to find relevance and
redundancy of regressors.
Some results of the statistical analysis are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Large value
of the partial F-test in the tables (as compared to the 95% significance level which
is roughly 3-6 in this case) would indicate that a particular regressor is relevant.
Similar tables for Xo, tested against different regressor sets, were analyzed in the
sense of backward elimination: going from the bottom to the top and eliminating
those regressors that have the smallest partial F-values [34]. This procedure allows
one to find a small set of regressors that describe the data almost as well as a complete
model.
For our data it turned out that only single regressor models could be accepted. The
values of XLo appeared to be slightly correlated with the separatrix density, midplane
neutral pressure, the bottom neutral pressure and with core plasma density. This can
be seen from Table 3.1 for the case of open bypass and no boron. The plot in Fig.
3.9 also shows that xio values have a trend to decrease as the midplane gas pressure
grows. A plot of Xio values versus the separatrix density, core density or the bottom
pressure would look similar to Fig. 3.9 since all these quantities are correlated with
each other and with the midplane pressure, and therefore one of them can affect x-Lo
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through any of the others.
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Figure 3.9: The Xio values inferred by EDGEFIT from ~ 500 C-Mod shots data are
plotted against the mid-plane neutral pressure. With open bypass the
Xio values are by a factor of ~ 3 larger than those with closed bypass.
For the toroidal magnetic field Bt,.,, the safety factor q9s and the local electron tem-
perature Tep, no statistical correlation with Xo was found for any of the three data
subsets. This can be seen from Table 3.2 for the case of open bypass and no boron.
This does not necessarily imply that these parameters have no effect on XLO, because
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the influence of one parameter might be compensated by another one. Still statis-
tical methods allow one to test a particular model containing these parameters for
consistency with the data. As a special case. the Bohm scaling (XB Oc ) was tested
within each of the subsets. For this purpose the Bohm scaling was considered as a
null hypothesis [35] to be tested against an alternative hypothesis which was taken
as the best fit for xo with only temperature T and magnetic field B as regressors.
The F-test with the data showed that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 95%
confidence level or, equivalently., the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hy-
pothesis is less than 5%. Thus there is a strong evidence that the Bohm scaling does
not hold here.
3.2.4 Discussion and conclusions
The simple model of heat transport considered here allows us to obtain a good match
with the experimental profiles of temperature in the SOL but the T profile is in-
sensitive to the shape of the X- profile, only the separatrix value, X1_ is important.
However the fact that a small gas leak from the divertor chamber to the main cham-
ber has such a strong effect on the temperature profiles cannot be explained by our
model. Moreover there is a significant disrepancy between the power coming to the
edge plasma and the power conducted down to the target plates. All this suggests
that a simple heat conduction model is not adequate to describe heat transport in
the SOL. Unless there is a problem with the FSP data some physical effects related
to the bypass may play a role here. Among important effects are: (i) radiation, (ii)
heat loss by CX neutrals and (iii) radial convection of heat.
Radiation may be related to the bypass in some indirect way (impurity compression
may change for example). However, the location where the FSP measurements are
taken is higher upstream than the x-point and the divertor volume where radiation
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occurs, thus it should not have a strong effect on the measured temperature profile.
The effect of the divertor gas leak may be explained more simply by CX neutrals
that are coming out of the divertor chamber through the bypass. This neutral flux
enhances the cross-field heat loss in the ion-neutral channel, as this may perturb
the measured temperature profile. Indeed, the CX contribution to the %_ can be
estimated from the random walk arguments as Yicx (njN/ne)ACXVTN, where n,
and nN are the plasma density and the neutral density, Acx is the neutral mean free
path length. VTN is the neutral thermal velocity. Generally, in C-Mod in the edge
plasma n, ~ 10 2 0m- 3 and temperature T ~ 25 eV for which the charge-exchange
cross-section is o,, 3 x 10-19 m- 2 [361, thus Acx is of the order of 1 cm and VTN
can be estimated as ~ 5 x 106 cm/s. As the inferred x± values are typically of the order
of 0.1 m 2 /s the CX effect becomes significant for neutral density nN Z' 1016 m 3 /s. At
the outer mid-plane the high neutral pressure indicates neutral densities of the order
of 1017 m 3 /s and more [37]. Thus CX neutrals should have a strong effect on the
heat transport in the edge plasma in C-Mod which may explain the effect of opening
of the bypass on the temperature profiles.
Another possibility is that opening of the bypass enhances the convective heat loss. It
was estimated that the leakage through the open bypass, Pi, is of the order of 1022 S-1
[37]. The radially convected power in the SOL due to convection of this particle
flux can be estimated for separatrix temperature T, ~ 50 eV as P,,,, - T i~
0.2 x 106 mW. This is quite significant compared with the total power entering the
SOL, PSOL, which is of the order of 0.5-1.5 MW in C-Mod. Thus enhanced particle
convection can be linked to the effect of opening of the bypass on the temperature
profiles.
By the time of writing some data from the 1999 run campaign have become available.
A controllable flap covering the bypass was operated in the 1999 run campaign [38]
which allows to verify the older data from the 95-96 run campaigns. Some first
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preliminary data from the new campaign show that there are slight changes in the n,
Te profiles as recorded by the F-port scanning probe, but they are not as dramatic
as one would expect if one thought that the bypass alone was responsible for the
differences previously seen in the 95-96 run campaigns [39]. At the time of writing
it is thought that there was some other parameter that changed between 9.5 and 96
run campaigns; possibly the impurity levels or even the way in which the probe was
operated [39).
Thus the study of anomalous heat diffusivities in SOL presented in this chapter points
to either a problem with the FSP T data or some yet unknown physical parameter
that has a dramatic effect on the measured T profiles. However the ideas that effects
of CX neutrals and/or heat convection may be involved motivated a more detailed
investigation of these effects, as described further in this thesis.
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Regressor Coefficient of Regression Partial F-test for the
set determination coefficients hypothesis
R 2  Ao  .A1 A2  A 3  A 4 A 1 =O1A2 =0 A 3 =0 A 4 =0
X1  0.1219 24.15 -0.52 - 26.6
X 2  0.1906 -0.19 -0.23 45.21
X3 0.1876 0.63 -0.19 44.34
X4 0.1371 33.07 -0.70 30.50
X 1X 2  0.1921 3.82 -0.09 -0.21 0.36 16.59
X 1 X3  0.1878 2.14 -0.03 -0.21 0.04 15.49
X 1  X 4  0.1419 32.27 -0.19 -0.50 1.08 4.45
X 2X 3  0.1951 0.16 -0.14 -0.08 1.77 1.06
X 2 X4 0.1908 -2.78 -0.25 0.06 12.68 0.05
X 3 X 4  0.1878 2.87 -0.18 -0.05 11.93 0.05
X 1X 2X 3  0.1953 1.65 -0.03 -0.14 -0.08 0.04 1.76 0.74
X 1 X 2  X 4  0.1943 -3.06 -0.17 -0.25 0.22 0.83 12.36 0.53
X 1 X 3X 4  0.1879 3.07 -0.02 -0.18 -0.03 0.01 10.75 0.01
X 2X 3X 4  0.1957 -4.20 -0.15 -0.09 0.09 1.86 1.15 0.14
X1 X2X3X4  0.1969 1-4.08 -0.11 -0.17 -0.07 0.19 0.29 2.12 , 0.60 0.38
Table 3.1: Results from multiple linear regression for data set with no boron and
open bypass. The number of samples is 194. Testing regression mod-
els in (X-Lo) = Ao + EAj ln(Xi) where X1 = In (n,,,[m--3]), X2 =
In (Pmid[mTorr]), X 3 = in (P 0t [mTorr]), X4 = in (nor,[m-3]).
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Regressor Coefficient of Regression Partial F-test for the
set determination coefficients hypothesis
R 2  Ao A1  A2 A3 A 4 A 1 =0-A2 =0\A 3 =0 A 4 =0
X, 0.1219 24.15 -0.52 26.6
X 2  0.0178 -1.10 -0.37 26.66
X3  0.0008 0.17 0.12 0.15
X4 0.0011 0.67 -0.20 0.21
X 1X 2  0.1293 22.39 -0.50 -0.24 24.46 1.62
X 1 X 3  0.1343 27.94 -0.59 -0.51 29.45 2.72
X1 X4 0.1243 24.80 -0.53 -0.29 26.88 0.52
X 2 X 3  0.0181 -1.19 0.36 0.07 3.37 0.05
X 2 X4  0.0201 -0.68 0.38 0.29 3.70 0.44
X 3 X 4  0.0044 0.65 0.30 -0.45 0.64 0.70
X1X 2 X 3  0.1424 26.21 -0.57 0.25 -0.52 27.53 1.79 2.89
X,1X 2 X 4  0.1327 23.05 -0.51 0.26 -0.35 24.68 1.84 0.75
X 1 X 3 X 4  0.1349 28.17 -0.60 -0.59 0.19 28.65 2.31 0.13
X 2 X 3X 4  0.0230 -0.68 0.38 0.28 -0.52 3.62 0.58 0.97
X1 X 2 X 3X 4 , 0.1426 126.38 -0.58 0.25 -0.57 0.11 , 26.35 1.70 2.17 0.05
Table 3.2: Results from
open bypass.
multiple linear regression for data set with no boron and
The number of samples is 194. Testing regression mod-
els In (X o) = Ao + EAi
In (T,[eV]), X 3 = in (q9 5),
in(Xi) where X 1 = in (n,,[m-3]), X2 =
X 4 = in (BtoTeslal).
Chapter 4
Analysis of particle balance in the
edge plasma in C-Mod
A poloidal magnetic divertor could allow solution to the core contamination problem
by physically separating the plasma-wall interaction zone from the confined plasma
region and by allowing heat and particles in the scrape-off layer to flow into a remote
chamber (40. In this picture, it is assumed that the cross-field transport of heat and
particles to the side wall is weak compared to the parallel transport, causing most
of both particles and heat to flow along field lines and into the divertor chamber. In
particular, particle balance in the core would be maintained by a back-flux of neutrals
from the divertor into the core, in the absence of direct fueling by pellets or neutral
beams. However, experimental observations of particle balance in the edge plasma
and divertor of Alcator C-Mod [41] suggest that this picture can be overly simplified
and in fact violated [42].
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4.1 Particle balance observations
4.1.1 Relevant edge diagnostics
Among the edge plasma diagnostics in Alcator C-Mod, there are three used for infer-
ring radial and poloidal particle fluxes in the edge plasma (see Fig. 4.1).
Midplane Da
Midplane N~eutral
Pressure
Figure 4.1: Data from depicted diagnostics are used for examining particle balance
in the edge plasma in C-Mod
The poloidal ion flux in the SOL is inferred from the Mach probe located near the
x-point level. The ion source in the edge plasma can be estimated on the basis of D",
brightness data. The inward neutral particle flux can be inferred from the mid-plane
Fast Scanning
Mach ProbeI
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neutral pressure measurements.
4.1.2 Poloidal flow strength from Mach probe
Alcator C-Mod is equipped with a scanning Langmuir (Mach) probe [6] which yields
measurements of the plasma flow velocity in the outer SOL (see Fig. 4.1). The
principle of this measurement is based on the fact that the potential drop in the
presheath depends on the plasma flow velocity. In a plasma flow the "upstream" side
of the probe (where the ions need less acceleration) faces a higher current density
than the "downstream" side. For a Mach probe, the upstream and downstream sides
are separated by an insulator; both currents are measured and the flow velocity is
derived from the current ratio.
Measurements from the Mach probe indicate that parallel plasma flows into the di-
vertor near the divertor throat have Mach numbers of no greater than M - 0.1. The
main chamber and the divertor chamber communicate through a flux tube of width
about 6p a 5 mm at the midplane level. This yields an estimate of the total plasma
flux entering the divertor chamber, rdiv, for typical C-Mod parameters: upstream
plasma density in the SOL n - 1020 m-3 , electron temperature T, Z 50 eV, major
radius R c 0.6 m, and the pitch angle sin 0 ; 0.2:
PIdiv 4irR nV sin dp z 47rRnV1 sin 0 6p a 6 x 1021.- (4.1)
4.1.3 Ion source from DQ brightness
Brightness of a spectral line is proportional to the population of the upper level of the
corresponding transition. In particular in hydrogenic plasmas the population density
of any excited level n can be expressed as
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_V, = Ne[R,,( T., Ne|Ni + E,(Te,Ne)No] (4.2)
where Ne, T are the electron density and temperature, Ni, No are densities of ions
and atoms in the ground state: the first term describes population resulting from
recombination and the second term describes population from excitation of electrons
in the ground state [43].
If either the recombination term or the excitation term in Eq. 4.2 dominates in
populating of a certain level then the corresponding line radiation can be linked to
either recombination rate or ionization rate. Using the numerical values of coefficients
Ra, En tabulated in [43] one can estimate for conditions typical for the SOL in C-
Mod: plasma density ne S 1014 cm-3 and neutral density N, ?> 1010 cn- 3 , that
recombination can contribute to Dc. line radiation only for the temperature of the
order of ;. 1 eV. Thus the plasma in the SOL in C-Mod is typically in the ionizing
phase although in some rare cases significant recombination D, radiation was observed
at the mid-plane level due to MARFE [44].
The brightness of the D, line (the first line of the Balmer series) radiation is commonly
used to infer the ion source in plasma for hydrogen plasma in the ionizing phase [45].
The number of emitted D, photons can be simply related to the number of ionization
events according to detailed calculations [43]. The plot of the number of ionizations
per emitted D, photon is shown in Fig. 4.2.
From tomographic reconstructions of D, emission, the magnitude of the plasma
source inside the last-closed flux surface (LCFS) has been estimated in [46] to be
in the range S,,,, ~ 1021 1023 s-1. The spatial resolution of the tomography system
is insufficient to resolve whether the ionization is truly inside or outside the LCFS
and therefore Sc,, may be considered as a lower bound on the total ionization source
in the main chamber.
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Figure 4.2: The number of ionizations per emitted D,, photon (after Johnson and
Hinnov [41])
To analyze directly the D, spectroscopy data, the author considered the brightness
of a D, signal measured at the midplane level (see Fig. 4.1) which corresponds to
D, emissivity integrated across the plasma. Although reflections of light from the
walls may increase the apparent D,, brightness, this effect should be small here as the
albedo of the interior walls in C-Mod for visible light is under 20% [47].
From chordal measurements of Dx brightness through the plasma midplane, B,, the
total ionization source in the main chamber can be estimated. Ionization events can
occur in a rather broad range of densities and temperatures of the background plasma
due to the spatial spread of the ionization zone and variation of conditions from one
discharge to another. However the number of ionization per a D, photon, NJ, does
not vary too much and lies between 10 and 100 for plasma densities in the range
0.1-2.0 x1020 m- 3 , and electron temperatures, 20 - 200 eV (see Fig. 4.2). The exact
value of N within the indicated limits is not critically important for the conclusions
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drawn here. For a simple estimate, it is assumed here that the effective number of
ionizations per D, photon is No ; 45 for all discharges. As the D, brightness is
usually found to be about the same for different chords viewing the upper half of the
plasma, the D, emissivity is probably more or less uniform poloidally in most cases.
With photon energy, E. ; 2 eV, and assuming a poloidally uniform distribution of
emissivity over a narrow shell at the LCFS, the ion flux leaving the plasma per unit
Dc. brightness is roughly
1 1
13 s-1] - ALCFS B, 47r N, - ~ 6 x 102 B, [W/(m2 ster)]. (4.3)2 E
4.1.4 Neutral inward flux from mid-plane pressure data
An ionization pressure gauge at the outer midplane of C-Mod (see Fig. 4.1) mea-
sures the density of molecules inside the gauge volume by ionizing the gas particles
and measuring the magnitude of ion current arriving at a collector. This density is
expressed in pressure units assuming that the gas inside the gauge volume is at room
temperature. This is the "midplane pressure" which can be related to the density
of neutral particles inside the vacuum vessel. However, since the neutral mean free
path near the wall and inside the gauge is much larger than the gauge size, it is flux
balance rather than pressure balance which is established between the gas inside the
gauge and neutral particles inside the vacuum vessel.
As the neutral gas pressure measured at the top of the vessel is typically on the
same order as that measured at the outer mid-plane, it seems reasonable to assume
poloidal symmetry for gas distribution near the wall. Then the total neutral flux into
the plasma can be estimated.
Typical midplane pressures in Alcator C-Mod are in the range 0.03-1.0 mTorr [37].
In steady state, the kinetic flux density of neutral atoms entering the plasma, Iniv,
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also equal to the flux density of atoms entering the gauge, must be equal to 2 times
the random flux density of molecules within the gauge.
Most likely inside the gauge there are only molecules at the room temperature since
the incoming atoms suffer many collisions with the interior surface of the gauge by
which they are trapped and thermalized. The average thermal speed U = (8T/7rm)1/2
for D2 molecules at room temperature is about 1200 m/s.
Using the Loschmidt's number no = 2.68 x 1025 m~' and the standard pressure
Pt = 760 x 103 mTorr, the density of molecules inside the gauge (per one mTorr) is
estimated as nD2 = no/Pt ; 0.35 x 1020 m-3/mTorr.
For a LCFS area of ALCFS ; 7m 2, this leads to an estimate of the total neutral flux
into the plasma per unit gauge pressure:
rn[s-'] ; ALCFS I(nD2 TD 2)gug - 1.6 x 1023 PD2 [mTorr]. (4.4)
4.1.5 Data analysis
The edge database of Alcator C-Mod features several hundred of representative dis-
charges, with numerous diagnostic data recorded. Fig. 4.3 is a plot of the core ion flux
estimated from measurements of main chamber D,, brightness using Eq. 4.3 versus
midplane neutral pressure for a set of over 600 discharges.
The top secondary axis indicates the values of F, from Eq. 4.4. In this data set the
plasma current is 0.35-1.1 MA, the core plasma density is 0.7-4.8 x 1020 m-3 and the
toroidal magnetic field is 2.8-7.9 Tesla. In Fig. 4.3 the dashed line is the estimated
balance line where FI = F,. Divertor flux derived from experimental profiles and Eq.
4.1 is shown by cross symbols. H-mode and L-mode data from both diverted and
inner-wall limited discharges are shown. The divertor flux shown on the same plot is
clearly smaller than the core flux. The divertor flux is estimated for each discharge
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from measured upstream profiles of plasma density and parallel velocity using Eq. 4.1
with an integration limit of 6 p = 10 mm.
Estimated neutral flux in, s -1
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Figure 4.3: Core ion flux F, derived from midplane D, brightness using Eq. 4.3 is
plotted against midplane neutral pressure.
One can see that for diverted discharges., the estimated neutral influx, r, is close to
the estimated ion out-flux, Fi, over a range of two orders of magnitude.
Apparently systematic differences in Fig. 4.3 are due to poloidal non-uniformities in
the D, emissivities. The large discrepancy in limiter discharges shown in Fig. 4.3
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4.2. RECYCLING PATTERN IN C-MOD
exemplifies the latter effect. In this case, the intense, highly localized recycling light
from the inner limiter surface is in the view of the detector.
The overall agreement between these two independent diagnostics in diverted dis-
charges lends confidence to the ionization source estimates up to Si ~ 1023 s- in the
main chamber.
4.2 Recycling pattern in C-Mod
When the estimate of the ionization source in the main chamber, Smain, based on
data in Fig. 4.3, yields Smain ~ 102 s- 1, it is clear that Smain is much larger than
the total plasma flux into the divertor. The ionization source in the main chamber is
thus balanced by plasma recycling on the main chamber walls rather than by plasma
flow into the divertor (see Fig. 4.4).
Actual PictureConventional Picture (in C-Mod) Main
t SOL
Psma
R=1
wall
Divertor
Figure 4.4: Recycling picture in C-Mod vs. the conventional picture.
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The ionization source Smain is largest when the core plasma density is high. Thus.
at least for high plasma densities (ncor Z 1020 M- 3 ), the particle balance in the
main chamber primarily involves plasma flow to the main chamber walls balanced
by radially inward neutral fluxes unlike the conventional picture where the radial
outward flow is balanced by the poloidal flow to the divertor.
Although large recycling fluxes exist in the divertor chamber, they are apparently
well separated from the recycling fluxes in the main chamber (see Fig. 4.4).
4.3 Implications
4.3.1 Anomalous cross-field particle transport
Accepting that the particle flow in the main chamber SOL at high densities is pri-
marily radial, one is led to some important conclusions about anomalous cross-field
particle transport in the SOL. If one assumes that the radial plasma transport in the
SOL is diffusive i.e. j_ = -DjVjn, then the positive curvature of the SOL plasma
density profile (see Fig. 4.5) requires an effective plasma diffusion coefficient that
grows rapidly with the radial coordinate.
It is observed in all types of Alcator C-Mod discharges that the local cross-field density
e-folding length increases with distance from the LCFS [6]. Fig. 4.5 clearly illustrates
this point, showing a nearly flat density profile for radial coordinates greater than 5
mm. Since volume recombination is negligible in these main chamber SOL plasmas
(T > 10 eV), the radially-outward plasma flux must be lowest near the separatrix
(p = 0 mm) and increase towards the wall. In order to drive even a constant flux,
the effective cross-field diffusion coefficient must increase by more than an order of
magnitude over the SOL profile. The radial profile of D_ grows at least as 1/ne(p)
which, according to Fig. 4.5, gives for the ratio of Dj values at p = 15 mm and at
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Figure 4.5: A typical plasma density profile in Alcator C-Mod has a flat 'shoulder'
far in the SOL which, for the radial balance picture, requires very large
anomalous diffusion coefficient.
the separatrix, D 1,5/Dio Z 10.
The spatial resolution of the D, measurements is insufficient to determine how many
ionizations occur inside the LCFS rather than in the SOL. However, the ionization
mean free path for neutrals in the SOL in C-Mod is on the order of 1 cm which is
comparable to the width of the SOL. Therefore recycling neutrals have a significant
probability of ionizing inside the LCFS.
If the fraction of neutrals penetrating inside the LCFS is 5 Z 0.3 then for the total
ionization source in the main chamber, Si i 1023 s- 1 , the plasma out-flux from the
core is r,re,. ~ S 0.3 X 1023 s-1.
Then the effective diffusion coefficient, D_, can be estimated near the separatrix
from the e-folding length of the density profile, A, ~~ 3 mm and plasma density
n ~ 1020 m- 3 as
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D :S/ALCFS 0.1 m 2 /s. (4.5)
n/A,
For H-mode plasmas, D1 is apparently smaller at the LCFS since the slope of the
density profile near the separatrix is much steeper in H-modes (by a factor of 2 or
more) while the inferred values of Smai, are similar to those for L-modes (see Fig.
4.3).
Far from the LCFS, the magnitude of the effective D1 can greatly exceed the Bohm
level (DBohm is on the order of 0.1 m 2/s in SOL in C-Mod). Such strong growth of D
suggests that the cross-field transport mechanism is not diffusive at these locations. It
is more likely that the transport mechanism is convective in nature, perhaps involving
a rapid transport of unstable plasma flux tubes towards the wall surfaces.
4.3.2 Midplane neutral density
These observations indicate that the neutral pressure at the main chamber wall is
not always a parameter that can be controlled by conventional means such as neutral
baffling in the divertor, active pumping in the divertor, or increased LCFS-wall sepa-
ration distances in the main chamber. Rather, neutral pressures at the outer midplane
can be governed more by the cross-field plasma transport in the SOL. The lack of a
direct external control of the midplane neutral pressure has important implications
for a fusion reactor regarding charge-exchange sputtering of the first-wall, tritium
gas inventory, and the auxiliary power needed to achieve the H-mode confinement in
presence of high neutral pressure.
4.3.3 Energy transport
Although the SOL particle transport picture is significantly altered by these observa-
tions, the energy transport picture is relatively unaffected. Most of the energy flux
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coming into SOL from the core is transported to the divertor by the parallel electron
heat conduction. For a typical discharge with radial electron temperature profile at
the scanning probe location of T ; T,,p exp(-p/AT), with AT ; 3 mm. classical
electron parallel heat conductivity, sii oc T,./2 . poloidal connection length between
the probe and the nearest target plate., AL, 0.3 m, major radius R e 0.6 m, and
pitch angle sin 0 ~ 0.1, one can estimate the conducted heat as:
2 T2 T S -Pc2nd P -- CiiTep) *** (sin )2 47rRAT Z 0.6MW x (T 8  ) 3 .5  (4.6)7 ALC 50eV
For Alcator C-Mod, T,,,p is typically in the range 40-60 eV, implying that the con-
ducted power is in the range 0.4-1.2 MW, which is consistent with the range of powers
entering SOL.
One can also see, using T ; 50 eV and r'i,, from Eq. 4.1, that the parallel plasma
flow plays almost no role in the transport of thermal energy:
5 A
P.Inv ;: -Tri FAT < 0.1MW (4.7 )
2 TP p
If the plasma source in the main chamber, Si, is as high as 1023 s-, then a significant
part of energy can be convected rather than conducted across the LCFS. Assuming
that the fraction of neutrals penetrating inside the LCFS is c ; 0.3, the plasma flux
from the core is CS i  < 0.3 x 1023 s-1. For a separatrix temperature of T,,, ~ 50 eV,
the convected energy flux from the core can then be estimated as
5
P.t < CSiT,,p ~ 0.6MV, (4.8)
which can be a significant fraction of total energy flux from the core. This probably
explains why there are no H-mode data points in Fig. 4.3 for midplane pressures
above some 0.5 mTorr.
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4.4 Discussion
In spite of significant uncertainties in the data the principal conclusion that the main
chamber recycling fluxes are much larger than the flux into the divertor is quite
robust. The Johnson-Hinnov factor, N'. = 45, used in Eq. 4.3 for converting the
measured D, brightness into the ionization source, can vary only by a factor of 2 in
either way, according to Fig. 4.2. The neutral influx estimate (Eq. 4.4), which should
be also correct within a factor of two, is quite consistent with the ionization source
estimate (dashed line in Fig. 4.3). Thus the inferred ion source in the main chamber
is correct within a factor of 2. On the other hand, the poloidal flux even for a sonic
flow (M ~ 1) in most cases would be still by a factor of about 3-10 smaller than the
inferred core flux. Moreover in many cases the poloidal flux in the SOL is reversed
on the outer side [6] which makes the point even stronger.
This idea that main chamber recycling dominates the neutral particle source in the
main chamber in C-Mod is consistent with observations of main chamber and divertor
gas pressures on C-Mod when a neutral bypass leak in the outer divertor structure
was closed: After closure, in L-mode discharges the neutral pressures in the divertor
increased by a factor of 2 or more, while the pressures in the main chamber decreased
by merely 20% in otherwise identical discharges [6]. This was confirmed in recent
C-Mod experiments with a controllable flap plugging the bypass [38]: whether the
flapper is open or closed there is no effect on the upstream neutral (and plasma)
parameters.
The issue of main chamber recycling has received much attention lately. There are
several published reports from different groups where the role of main chamber recy-
cling is discussed.
4.4. DISCUSSION
AUG
The AUG divertor was recently modified to improve neutral gas baffling. However,
for a given core density this did not have any effect on the main chamber neutral
gas density, a result which was attributed to a significant level of the main chamber
recycling [48, 49, 50]. Previously it had been found in numerical modeling of AUG
that main chamber recycling is dominant over neutral gas leakage from the divertor
in the new divertor configuration [51].
DIII-D
Reports from the DIII-D group strongly advocate the position of divertor recycling
and core fueling through the x-point [52]. This seems to be quite different from C-
Mod and, apparently, AUG. As DIII-D is quite close to AUG in all major parameters
it is puzzling what makes these two machines be so different in this respect.
JET
The JET tokamak has had several different divertor configurations [53]. It was found
that in Mark IIAP, a divertor configuration with closed bypass from divertor to main
chamber, the midplane neutral gas pressure was lower than in MARK IIA configura-
tion with open bypass [53]. Thus the divertor geometry has a noticeable effect on the
main chamber neutral density in JET. This implies that in JET the poloidal particle
flux into the divertor is a significant player in the main chamber particle balance
which is opposite to what is presently concluded for C-Mod.
JT-60
In investigation of recycling in the JT-60 divertor it was found that a baffle source is
needed to match the neutral density inferred from measured D, emission. This baffle
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source was found to be up to 30-40% of the divertor source [54].
Thus dominanance of main chamber recycling is apparently not a universal feature
of divertor tokamaks. It is the subject of future work to find what physical processes
determine enhanced radial particle transport in the edge plasma. and result in the
dominance of main chamber recycling.
4.5 Conclusions
It has been generally assumed that in a tokamak with a divertor, both particles and
energy flow from the core into the divertor chamber. In Alcator C-Mod, however, this
is apparently not the usual case. Here, plasma out-flux through the SOL, primarily
flows to the main chamber walls, while for energy transport, it is probably still true
that the energy is transported into the divertor chamber (possibly by the electron heat
conduction mechanism). The particle balance in the main chamber is maintained by
a back-flux of recycling neutrals from the main chamber walls into the core. In this
picture, neutral gas pressure near the walls in the main chamber is determined by
the magnitude of the anomalous radial plasma flux rather by baffling of the divertor.
The radial profile of plasma density in the SOL implies that the effective plasma
diffusion coefficient grows very rapidly across the SOL towards the wall. The energy
convected from the core into SOL with the radial flow of plasma can account, in some
discharges, for a large fraction, maybe most, of the total energy coming from the core
into the SOL.
Chapter 5
Fluid modeling of the edge plasma
in C-Mod
As shown in Chapter 4 of this thesis, both the spectroscopic data and mid-plane
neutral pressure data indicate that in the main chamber of Alcator C-Mod there exists
a significant plasma source (up to 10 2 3 s-1) due to ionization of neutrals. On the other
hand Mach probe data indicate that the parallel plasma flow in the SOL of Alcator
C-Mod is far too weak to channel such a large flow of ions into the divertor. Thus, in
Alcator C-Mod plasmas, a large fraction of the ions flowing out of the core recycle in
the main chamber, rather than in the divertor. However, in the traditionally accepted
picture of particle transport in the edge plasma in a divertor tokamak [2, 8, 40], all
ions flowing out of the core are assumed to be brought to the divertor by the parallel
flow in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Thus the processes of plasma recycling and core
fueling in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak look very different from that in the traditional
picture. To investigate further particle and energy transport in the edge plasma of
Alcator C-Mod, the author has conducted numerical modeling of C-Mod [551 with a
multi-fluid code UEDGE.
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5.1 Fluid model for tokamak edge plasma
5.1.1 Validity of fluid equations for the edge plasma
Without exception, existing two-dimensional plasma edge models are based on fluid
equations [56]. Due to its low temperature., the edge region has sufficiently large col-
lisionality to justify application of the fluid equations here. For the fluid approach to
be valid, the particle mean free path A must be small compared with any characteris-
tic along-field scale length, Lij. For the cross-field direction, the validity condition is
that the particle gyroradius, rL, be small compared with any characteristic cross-field
length L±.
The mean free path for both thermal electrons and ions can be estimated as
A ~ 1.5 - 10'- [cm] (5.1)
n
where T is the plasma temperature in eV, n is the plasma density in cm- 3.
The gyroradius is
rL ~ 100 T 1/ [cm] (5.2)
where T is in eV and B in Gauss.
For C-Mod the typical parameters in the edge plasma are T ~ 50 ev, n, ~ 10 cm- 3,
B ~ 5 x 104 Gauss, and typical scale lengths are L11  10 m and L i - 3 mm. With
these parameters one finds, using Eq. 5.1 and 5.2, A ~ 30 cm and rL - 0.1 mm. One
can see that A < L11 and rL < L, and thus the fluid equations should be valid here.
One should note that the electron heat conduction is dominated by electrons from
the high energy tail of the distribution for which the mean free path may be an order
of magnitude larger than that given by Eq. 5.1. Still, the fluid equations should be
applicable, except for the vicinity of the target plates where the parallel gradients
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are steep and A ?. L11. At the target plates, the fluid equations are closed using a
boundary condition that simulates the collisionless sheath region.
5.1.2 Description of the UEDGE model
The UEDGE code is one of the most elaborate presently existing edge codes. It
was originally developed by Rognlien et al. [57]. This is a 2-D multifluid code.
The equations solved in UEDGE are based on the reduced Braginskii equations [56]
which are solved in the curvilinear magnetic coordinates (see Appendices A and B
for details). Additional assumptions used in the formulation of the equations being
solved in our version of the code are
" Toroidal symmetry
" Plasma is quasineutral, the flow is ambipolar => 5 = 0, no separate electron mo-
mentum.
* Cross-field drift terms are neglected.
" Ion velocity in diamagnetic direction is neglected => one component in the ion
momentum equation is eliminated.
* Anomalous radial transport is assumed to be much stronger than the classical terms
=> radial diffusion equations, no classical terms for radial fluxes.
* One temperature is assumed for all ions and neutrals.
* Viscosity tensor is simplified => cross-field derivative terms neglected.
The parallel transport is treated classically as prescribed by Braginskii, that is as
for weakly non-Maxwellian plasma, whereas the radial transport is assumed to be
anomalous, described by empirical diffusion coefficients (and possible pinch veloci-
ties).
With all these assumptions, the UEDGE equations are as follows [58. .57, 59] (x is
the poloidal coordinate, y the radial coordinate).
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The continuity equation for icns:
N + 9(niV.)+ =(.) = (KA - K,)nnn (5.3)T ax + y
where the source term is given by ionization and recombination; Ki =< OiVe > and
K, =< ov > are the rates of ionization and recombination respectively.
Summing the electron and ion momentum equations and taking the parallel compo-
nent one finds the equation for the parallel plasma velocity:
a a 1v a- v(4
(nimi~l) + T.,(njmjjx~l -1r~l) )+ 9(nimiViyMi - r/jj + (5.4)~j~imV~i) ~ax Tg ay
B., a
B ( pi + pe) = mjnjnn Ke((V - V,,,,) - mine(nK,VK l - nnKjVn11)
where the source term describes momentum exchange with the neutrals through ion-
ization, recombination and charge-exchange, Ke being the charge exchange rate. The
cross-field viscosity qry, is anomalous.
The poloidal plasma velocity V. is given by
B = V (5.5)
The radial plasma velocity V, is given by
Da + -Viz =* +Va(5.6 )
ni ay
where Da is the anomalous plasma diffusion coefficient, V is the pinch velocity.
The electron internal energy equation is
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+ T( -neTeV 
aT
- ke< ) Y 2+ k(neTeVey -
Vep +Ve'' - Kq(Te -Ti)+SE.e
where K. (T, - Tij) is rate of energy exchange between ions and electrons, (K, =
(3 me/mi)ne/re). The electron energy loss by radiation is given by the SE, term.
Also, Ve = Vix, Vy = Viy.
The internal energy equation for ions+neutrals is (j denotes ion species):
a8 5
+ a( 5njT
V.-x +iY 
Vix - k )+ ( n T Vjy - kjv ) =
+ 77.( )2 +1jV 2 + Kq(Te - T, ) +
2 m3i n .+ SEJ] + 2 Mh(Vhill - Vhn|)2 (2nhinhnK=c + nenhnKi + nenlhiK,)
where h stands for the hydrogenic species.
The neutral continuity equation:
+ (nKV.)+ ax + a(n=V) - _(K, - K,)neln±ay
The equation for the parallel neutral velocity:
a(nnMiV) + a(nam K.V 
- 7 vne ) +
(5.9)
(nnmiVnYj - Xny hi) + (5.10)
-b - X- =mininnKc.(Vili + Knii) + mine(niK,.Vjj - nnKiVnli)
5t- 2 .) aT.k y )= (5.7)
a 3
7 j [ -( njTi ) (5.8)
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where the neutral viscosity is of the form
C1Ti n,
qy= + (5.11)mK, , ni + C2n,
with C1, C2 some constants of the order of unity.
The perpendicular neutral velocity is diffusive
Vin = - V±(n,,T) (5.12)
min-nniA.
The above fluid equations are closed by appropriate boudary conditions at the ma-
terial wall and at the core plasma interface. Options for this are described in detail
in the UEDGE user manual [59]. For the case of a single ion species, the code solves
for six main variables: ni, nn, Ti, Te, Val, Vil.
5.1.3 Computational aspects
The fluid equations described in the previous section describe the time evolution of
the unknowns. They form a system of highly non-linear differential equations. The
standard approach to solving such systems is discretization on a computational mesh,
linearization and solving iteratively the linearized system.
The equations, discretized on the mesh, can be written compactly as
=- Ff) (5.13)
The vector of unknowns f represents all unknown variables at all locations on the
computational mesh.
The time derivative on the left-hand side is approximated by a finite difference and
in the right hand side a predicted value of f is used (or a some kind of a weighted
average). Then the equations become, for the jth time step,
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(fj+1 - f)/6t = f(f+ 1 ) (5.14)
The initial state vector fj is known, which makes Eq. 5.14 a system of non-linear
transcendental equations that must be solved for the predicted state vector fj+i.
This is done by Newton iteration [29] by solving a sequence of linearized problems.
However the enormous size of the system (six equations times a few hundred or more
mesh nodes) and high non-linearity of the equations makes this a challenging task.
The state-of-the-art linear solvers developed by UEDGE creators use special methods
such as matrix preconditioning, Newton-Krylov method etc. for solving these large
linear systems. Still, there is no guarantee that the iterations will converge, unless
the time step bt is taken sufficiently small, which makes the off-diagonal elements of
the resulting matrix small, so that the matrix can more easily be inverted.
Usually, a steady-state solution is sought which may be found by following the time
evolution to infinity. Other options are described in detail in the UEDGE user manual
[59].
5.2 Analysis of C-Mod with UEDGE
5.2.1 Geometry
The modeling presented here is focused primarily on the transport behavior in the
scrape-off layer. The modeling is done using an orthogonal mesh geometry which is
beneficial for the code convergence properties. It is realized that such a simplified
geometry does not describe properly the divertor but for the main SOL well above the
divertor, it is acceptable. A locally orthogonal computational mesh covers a domain
representing the edge plasma of C-Mod as shown in Fig. 5.1. The dashed line defines
the boundary between the main chamber and the divertor chamber. Particle flux into
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the divertor, Ed, is integrated between points A and B.
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Figure 5.1: Computational mesh used in the modeling is shown with the contour of
the actual wall of C-Mod in the poloidal plane.
5.2.2 Boundary conditions
In a steady state, the plasma particle flux from the core (throughput) can be sustained
by an ionization source in the main plasma balanced by particle pumping at the wall.
Plasma sources in the core can indeed exist in a tokamak due to pellet injection
or neutral beam injection. However, in Alcator C-Mod, a steady state is achieved
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without any externally supplied particle sources in the main plasma. A detailed
analysis [37] showed that both the gas injection and the wall pumping rates in C-Mod
are small compared to the recycling fluxes. This allows us to estimate a lower bound
on the recycling coefficient R. In C-Mod the core plasma density is f ~ 1020 m- 3
and the core plasma volume Ve,e ~ 1 M3 , hence the total particle content in the
core plasma in C-Mod is Noe ~ iiV, ~ 1021. Since the core plasma density does
not decay on time scale r - 1 s the net particle flux from the core does not exceed
c,, ~ Ne/7 ~ 10'0 S-1. This is very small (,< 0.1% ) compared to the recycling
fluxes which are of the order of 1023 s- 1 in C-Mod. Thus one can conclude that in
C-Mod the recycling coefficient of the wall surfaces is very close to unity (Z 0.999)
otherwise plasma would not exist that long.
Due to this argument gas injection is not included in this modeling and the whole
external boundary of the computational domain including the divertor plates and the
side wall is modeled as a fully recycling material wall. The latter implies coupling
of the radial particle fluxes for ions and neutrals at the wall Fi, = -F
7 1 , and also
coupling of the radial heat flux at the wall with local plasma and neutral densities and
temperatures q = 6eTejy+6iTijiy+6NnNCs(TN)TiN where each of the terms describes
electron, ion and neutral contributions, 6 are the sheath transmission coefficients, and
C, is the sound speed. At the divertor plates, the parallel velocity is set to be sonic
and at the side wall the plasma density is set according to probe measurements in
the far SOL. This completes the set of boundary conditions for the plasma density,
neutral density, and energy equations at the plates and the side wall.
At the inner boundary of the computational domain (the core interface) the input
power and plasma density are specified, providing the boundary conditions for the
plasma energy and density equations. The boundary condition for the neutral density
equation at the core interface is provided by setting the neutral particle flux density to
zero, since the neutral ionization mean free path is comparable to the SOL width and
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most of neutrals are ionized outside of the core interface. The modeling results did
not change significantly when the innermost flux surface was moved further in. Note
that the described set of boundary conditions automatically provides zero plasma
particle throughput in steady state.
5.2.3 Modeling of radial profiles of plasma density and tem-
perature in scrape-off layer
In the present modeling it is found that it is impossible to match the experimental
radial profile of plasma density in the SOL using a spatially uniform anomalous plasma
diffusion coefficient Dr. As an illustrative case, the author solved for 2-D plasma
density profiles using UEDGE with various values of spatially constant anomalous
plasma diffusion coefficient D1 . In all cases, the cross-field plasma density profile in
the SOL appears to have the wrong curvature for various values of D1 as shown in
Fig. 5.2.
The main cause of this curvature mismatch is the large ionization source in the SOL
due to high neutral density there. Matching the plasma density profiles in the SOL
turns out to be possible by using a plasma diffusion coefficient which grows radially
towards the wall.
In the present work, two C-Mod discharges were modeled: shot 950607021 with core
plasma density ii, ; 2.4 x 1020 m- 3 and relatively high mid-plane gas pressure, Pmid I
0.3 mTorr, and shot 960208031 with core plasma density fi, ; 1.2 x 10m' m- 3 and
low Pmid ; 0.025 mTorr. Both shots are Ohmic L-modes with parameters typical
for C-Mod operations: plasma current Ip : 0.8 MA and the power flow across the
separatrix into the SOL Pa - 0.7 MW. For both shots the SOL profiles of plasma
density and temperature look quite typical for C-Mod.
In the modeling, the input power P,,, was set close (within 25%) to the experimentally
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Figure 5.2: Calculated radial profiles of plasma density for spatially constant
anomalous diffusion coefficient: (a) D-L = 0.5 m 2 /s, (b) Di = 0.1 m 2 /S,
(c) D_. = 0.02 m 2/s. For all presented cases the anomalous heat diffu-
sivity Xj_ was set 0.25 m 2/s. A typical experimental profile is shown by
dashed line (d).
inferred value. The anomalous plasma diffusion coefficient Di(p) as a function of
the flux surface, and the anomalous plasma heat diffusivity Xj. (Xii = Xie = x±)
for plasma were adjusted to match the calculated profiles of electron density and
temperature in the SOL to those measured by a fast-scanning probe (FSP) [6].
A spatially constant plasma heat diffusivity, xi, sufficed to achieve a reasonably good
match with the experimental electron temperature profiles. The value of )_ is 0.1
m 2 /s for the high Pmid case and 0.5 m 2 /s for the low Pmid case. This is consistent
with the results of xi analysis in Chapter 3, both in the magnitude of Xi and in the
conclusion that spatially uniform < describes well the data.
The results showing the matches to the experimental plasma density and temperature
profiles are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. A good match with the experimental SOL
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density profiles could also be achieved by using a spatially uniform D± of the order
of 1 m 2 /s combined with a spatially uniform radial inward pinch of the order of a
few tens m/s, or without any diffusive term by using an outward radial "anti-pinch"
growing in magnitude towards the wall.
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Figure 5.3: High Pmid case. Calculated radial profiles of ne and T, at the outer
mid-plane are fitted to the data by using non-uniform effective plasma
diffusion coefficient. The anomalous heat diffusivity is uniform (0.1
m2/s).
For both shots the mid-plane gas pressure was matched within 25%. The mid-plane
pressure, Pmid, in these calculations was inferred from the neutral temperature and
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density at the wall assuming kinetic flux balance between the molecules in the pressure
gauge and the atoms near the wall.
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Figure 5.4: Low Pmd case. Calculated radial profiles of ne and T at the outer
mid-plane are fitted to the data by using non-uniform effective plasma
diffusion coefficient. The anomalous heat diffusivity is uniform (0.5
m2/s).
For both modeled discharges the chord-integrated D, brightness for a horizontal view
through the mid-plane of the plasma turned out to be smaller than the experimental
value by a factor of about 3. The author has not, as yet, been able to determine the
primary cause of this discrepancy. Most likely it is largely due to fluid treatment of
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neutrals instead of a true kinetic treatment which would be more appropriate here
since the mean free path for the neutrals is comparable to the width of the SOL.
Indeed, the depth of neutral penetration into the plasma in the diffusive model can
be estimated as v'A\/§n from the random walk arguments. Here Ai,, A2 are mean
free path lengths due to CX scattering and ionization processes. Diffusive model
implies that many CX scattering events occur before ionization. However if the
neutral particle can do just a few random steps before ionization, the penetration
depth is on the order of Ai,,,. Thus the diffusive model tends to over-estimate the
penetrations depth and the plasma density at which radiation and ionization occur.
This, according to Fig. 4.2, results in fewer photons emitted per an ionization event.
Another possible cause is that interpretation of the pressure gauge data using the
simple kinetic balance arguments may be not quite accurate due to the complicated
geometry of the gauge. Reflections of light from the walls of the vessel can also
amplify slightly (by some 20-30%) the measured D,, brightness.
5.2.4 Particle flux balance and core fueling
To analyze transport of particles in the edge plasma it is convenient to consider
separately the "main SOL" domain and the "X-point SOL" domain, which are defined
as shown in Fig. 5.5.
The main SOL is the part of the SOL above the level of the scanning probe which
makes this definition convenient for benchmarking of the modeling against the probe
data. The X-point SOL is the lower part of the SOL. The "whole SOL" domain is
the union of the main SOL and the X-point SOL. The lower poloidal edge of each
domain is defined as its "bottom". For the main SOL, the bottom is the boundary
between the main SOL and the X-point SOL. For both the X-point SOL and the
whole SOL, the bottom is the boundary between the main chamber and the divertor
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Figure 5.5: The main SOL domain is defined as the part of the SOL lying above
the Mach probe location. The main SOL domain has three types of
boundaries: outer wall, separatrix and the bottom which is defined as
the lower edge of the main SOL domain.
chamber. For each of the three domains (main SOL, X-point SOL and the whole
SOL) we consider the total poloidal particle flux through the bottom, Fbat, and radial
particle fluxes through the outer wall boundary, Fl, and through the separatrix,
r3 ,.. Approximate values of these fluxes for ions and neutrals are presented in Tables
5.1 and 5.2 for the low Pmid and the high Pmid cases respectively. Flux directions are
assumed to be positive for ['waU directed towards the outer wall, for F., directed
out of the core and for 1 bat directed towards the divertor.
First, analyzing the particle balance for the whole SOL domain using Tables 5.1 and
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5.2, one can see that in both cases the total flux of ions escaping to the wall and
into the divertor, F.,L + Fot, is much larger than the ion flux entering the SOL
from the core, F,,p,. This means that neutral fueling of the SOL is much larger than
neutral fueling of the core. The fraction of the ionization source above the X-point
level which is located inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) is given by the ratio
Fsepx/Fwall + Frot). According to Tables 5.1 and 5.2 this fraction is about 0.2 for
both the high Pmid and the low Pmid cases.
Part of .1 aIL [S-1] F,, [3-1] F,t [s-1]
SOL ion neutral ion neutral ion neutral
Main 7.9 x 1020 -7.9 x 1020 6.9 x 1020 _3.3 x 1020 4.2 x 1020 -6.7 x 1019
X-pt 6.9 x 1019 -6.9 x 10'9 1.9 x 1020 -5.4 x 1020 2.6 x 1021 -2.6 x 1021
Whole 8.6 x 1020 -8.6 x 1020 8.7 x 1020 -8.7 x 1020 2.6 x 1021 -2.6 x 1021
Table 5.1: Particle flux balance in the low Pmid case. For the whole SOL draining
by the poloidal flux is larger by a factor of ~ 3 than the flux to the wall.
However for the main SOL the flux to the wall is larger by a factor of
~ 2 than the poloidal flux and thus the main SOL is dominated by wall
recycling.
Part of rFwal [s-] re, [s-] bbt [s-11
SOL ion neutral ion neutral ion neutral
Main 2.7 x 1022 -2.7 x 1022 1.1 x 1022 -5.4 x 1021 6.3 x 1021 -1.0 x 1021
X-pt 1.6 x 1022 -1.6 x 1022 2.9 x 1021 -8.2 x 1021 1.9 x 1022 _1.9 x 1022
Whole 4.2 x 1022 -4.2 x 1022 1.4 x 1022 -1.4 x 1022 1.9 x 1022 -1.9 x 1022
Table 5.2: Particle flux balance in the high Pmid case. The poloidal flux at the
bottom of the whole SOL is smaller by a factor of - 2 than the flux to
the wall. Here main wall recycling dominates particle balance for the
whole SOL.
Next, we compare the magnitudes of FwaU and rbat for the whole SOL. In the low Pmid
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case, Fbot is larger than Fmu by a factor of about 3, which means that the ionization
source in the main chamber is primarily balanced by the poloidal ion flux into the
divertor. However, in the high Pmid case, P al is greater than Fbot by a factor of
about 2, and thus recycling of plasma on the main wall becomes an important player
in the particle balance. Note that in some C-Mod discharges the magnitude of Pmid
can reach values as high as a few mTorr. It seems likely that for such extremely high
Pmid cases recycling of plasma on the main wall completely dominates the particle
balance in the SOL.
Examining the particle fluxes in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for the main SOL, one can see that
in both the high Pmid and low Pmid cases, the ion and neutral particle fluxes through
the bottom of the main SOL cannot balance particle fluxes flowing in the radial
direction. A large ion flux to the outer wall is sustained by a significant ionization
source in the main SOL. Thus in the main SOL the particle balance is predominantly
radial, even in the low Pmid case.
The poloidal ion flux through the divertor throat, Fbot for the whole SOL, is much
larger than rbt for the main SOL. This is because of a large ionization source in the
X-point SOL domain. As can be seen from Table 5.2, in the high Pmid case, the lower
part of the main wall takes a large fraction of the wall particle flux.
It is important that the parallel flow appears to be a secondary effect for the particle
balance in the main SOL. The calculated poloidal ion flux through the bottom of the
main SOL can be compared with experiment, since both plasma density and parallel
velocity data are available from the Mach probe. Typically, the parallel velocity of
plasma flow in the SOL is 1-10 km/s in C-Mod, according to the probe measurements
(6]. In the present modeling it is found that the parallel velocity near the probe's
location has the right order of magnitude. Since the density profiles in the SOL are
matched quite accurately, the calculated poloidal ion flux at the bottom of the main
SOL should also have the right order of magnitude.
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The poloidal distribution of particle flux density across the LCFS is shown in Fig.
.5.6.
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Radial particle flux density across LCFS, j, scaled by 27rR, where R
is the local major radius, plotted against the length of the poloidal
projection of the separatrix clockwise from x-point to x-point. The end
points on the x-axis correspond to the x-point. The vertical dashed lines
correspond to the boundaries of the main SOL domain. Outward flux
has positive sign.
The radial particle flux density at the separatrix, scaled by a factor 27rR (evaluated
locally), is plotted as a function of the poloidal distance along separatrix. The x-
coordinate starts from the X-point and follows clockwise along the separatrix coming
Figure 5.6:
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back to the X-point. One can see in Fig. 5.6 that the contribution to the radial ion flux
is larger at the outer side. This is mainly because, at the outer side. the compression
of magnetic surfaces is larger. Fig. 5.6 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate that the
core plasma is mostly fueled by neutrals penetrating through the lower part of the
LCFS.
In the modeling for the low Pmid case, it was found that poloidal plasma flow at the
separatrix is directed out of the divertor in both the inner and the outer SOL regions.
A reverse flow at the separatrix is often seen in C-Mod experiments in the outer SOL
[6] but no data is available for the inner side. One should note that in C-Mod the
parallel flow in the SOL, and the reverse flow in particular, depends on the direction
of the toroidal magnetic field, which is apparently related to the plasma drifts [60].
This feature cannot be examined in the present modeling, since drifts are not included
here.
5.2.5 Radial heat transport
The radial heat flux in the model is given by
qtot = qanom + qeenv + qinm + q= (5.15)
where qnon is the flux due to the anomalous radial heat conduction by plasma, qcn,,
is the radial heat flux convected by electrons, qin, is the radial heat flux convected
by ions and neutrals and q, is the heat flux conducted by the neutrals.
The anomalous heat flux conducted by the plasma is
qanom = l -nexiV iTe - nixxVLTi (5.16)
where ne and ni are densities of electrons and ions, T and T, are the temperatures,
and x± is the anomalous heat diffusivity.
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The heat flux conducted by neutrals is given by
_= -V 1 Ti (5.17)
where ie is the heat conductivity associated with the presence of neutrals in plasma
(mainly due to the charge-exchange processes)
2 nnlK=, ~z nn A=u ~ ;z - Vll (5.18)
nia=c
where Vt is the neutral thermal velocity, nn the neutral density, A, is the mean free
path for charge-exchange, and vc, is the frequency of charge-exchange.
The radial heat flux convected by electrons is
qecn, = 5 TejT.p (5.19)
and the radial heat flux convected by ions and neutrals is
qinenv = 5(Tijrp + Tnj,.n) (5.20)
where Tn is the neutral temperature, j,, is the radial plasma particle flux density, and
jn is the radial neutral flux density. In some cases qinen, may become negative due
to a slight imbalance between ion and neutral radial particle fluxes at a particular
flux surface.
In Fig. 5.7 the total radial power flux across the SOL and all its components (in-
tegrated over the flux surface above the x-point level) are plotted against the radial
coordinate p, the distance from the separatrix at the mid-plane.
One can see that, in the high Pmid case, heat convection by plasma and heat conduc-
tion by CX neutrals dominate the heat transport across the whole SOL. In the high
Pmid case, these two power channels account for ~ 75% of P 0,, the total power coming
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Figure 5.7: Radial heat flux in SOL: total (a), anomalous conduction (b), conduc-
tion by CX neutrals (c), convection by electrons (d), convection by ions
and neutrals (e).
from the core. In the low Pmid case heat convection is small, while heat conduction
by CX neutrals dominates the radial heat flux for p Z, 3 mm. In the low Pmid case,
the neutral density near the wall is about a factor of 10 smaller than in the high Pmid
case. However, the effect of heat conduction by CX neutrals is still quite significant
in the low Pmid case, since the plasma density in the SOL is roughly proportional to
Pmid, which makes Ka vary only slightly.
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5.2.6 Discussion
Two features of the anomalous particle transport, represented by an effective diffusion
coefficient D_, are evident from the present modeling. First, the profiles of D1 are
very similar in both the low Pmid and the high Pmid cases, with the effective D_
growing rapidly across SOL. This suggests that a mechanism different from diffusion
governs the anomalous particle transport in the SOL [42]. Second, the magnitude of
D±. is much larger in the high Pmi case. The data presented in Fig. 5.8 show that
the mid-plane pressure Pmid increases roughly as cube of the core plasma density, ii,,
in L-modes. Thus the plasma transport from the core also grows quite rapidly with
the core density.
Empirical scaling of Pmid vs. the core plasma density, n, is shown in Fig. 5.8
where data from about 500 shots are presented.
In L-modes the mid-plane gas pressure grows approximately as the core plasma den-
sity cubed which implies that the anomalous transport of plasma from the core grows
rapidly with the core plasma density. The dashed line shows the best linear fit to the
L-mode data. All shown discharges have a single X-point configuration with most
of them having the X-point at the bottom. The data presented in Fig. 5.8 show
that the mid-plane gas pressure, Pmid, scales with the core density quite differently in
L-modes than in H-modes. This suggests that Pmid is related to intrinsic properties
of the plasma and in particular the anomalous particle transport.
As shown in Fig. 5.8 for given core plasma density in L-mode discharges the mid-
plane gas pressure is about the same no matter whether the X-point is at the top or
at the bottom of the machine. The target plate geometry is very different in these two
cases (see Fig. 5.1). This indicates that the target plate geometry is not important
for transport in the main SOL, which justifies the simplified orthogonal geometry
used in this modeling.
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Besides the problem with simplified geometry there is a problem with fluid treatment
of neutrals in these calculations, as the fluid treatment is only marginally valid here.
In an attempt to make a correction for kinetic effects one can use a flux-limiting factor
for ,
(5.21)1+ICf|
where AT is the characteristic scale of radial temperature variation and C is a constant
of order of unity. However comparing calculations done with and without such a
flux-limiting factor, it was found that all results are quite similar, which lends more
confidence in the results presented here.
4.
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However, as the diffusive model for radial neutral transport used in the code is less
reliable for very steep edge profiles of density and temperature which occur in H-
modes, modeling of H-mode discharges was not conducted in the present work.
It is not clear yet whether the picture of particle transport and core fueling in other
tokamaks is similar to what is found here for C-Mod. Note that C-Mod occupies
a unique position among other tokamaks due to its molybdenum walls, high core
density, high magnetic field and compact size. It is possible that the anomalous
transport across the LCFS in C-Mod is higher than in other machines.
It has been long known that high mid-plane neutral pressure is associated with degra-
dation of confinement in C-Mod [61] and other tokamaks (62, 63, 64]. and it has been
speculated that better baffling of the neutral gas in the divertor can lead to improved
confinement. However the present results suggest that in C-Mod high mid-plane
neutral pressure is a consequence rather than a cause of confinement degradation.
For high Pid, heat convection and conduction by CX neutrals significantly enhance
transport of heat from the core, as shown by Fig. 5.7.
It has been observed that the neutral gas bypass in the Alcator C-Mod divertor has a
strong effect on T, profiles measured across the SOL by the fast-scanning probe: the
T, profiles became steeper after the bypass was closed [6]. This can be a manifestation
of the charge-exchange heat conduction in SOL. The bypass is geometrically close to
the FSP, and closure of the bypass might have lowered the local density of neutrals,
making the resulting cross-field heat diffusivity smaller.
In a recent numerical modeling of C-Mod edge plasma with the B2-EIRENE code it
was also found that the SOL cross-field energy transport in C-Mod is dominated by
convection rather than conduction [65]. However in the modeling in work [65] direct
main chamber recycling was not properly included and the recycling coefficient in
the divertor was artificially lowered which is unphysical according to the analysis in
this chapter. Probably this is why in [65] a spatially dependent anomalous diffusion
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coefficient was found sufficient to reproduce the SOL density profiles in C-Mod.
Similarly, in an earlier numerical modeling of C-Mod edge plasma with UEDGE
spatially constant anomalous transport coefficients were found to give satisfactory
match with the data [28). And similarly, in work [28] main chamber recycling was
not included and the recycling coefficient was artificially lowered.
However, in many edge modeling reports it was found, similarly to the present results,
that a spatially-dependent D_ (or a constant Dj combined with a pinch) is needed
to reproduce the SOL density profiles. In particular, in modeling of the ASDEX-
Upgrade tokamak it was found that the anomalous diffusion coefficient in the SOL
grows towards the wall [66]. The "shoulders" in the SOL density profiles found in
C-Mod were also observed in ASDEX and ASDEX-Upgrade [66].
5.2.7 Conclusions
The present numerical modeling illustrates important features of the edge plasma in
Alcator C-Mod. In the regime characterized by low Pmid (- 0.01 mTorr) neutrals
originating in the divertor chamber dominate the neutral population in the main
chamber. However, in the regime characterized by high Pmid (- 0.1-1 mTorr) recycling
of plasma on the main chamber wall provides most of neutrals present in the main
chamber. Draining of plasma by the poloidal flow is not significant for the main SOL
where the particle balance is mostly radial.
The mid-plane gas pressure, Pmid, reflects the magnitude of particle transport from
the core. In L-modes, Pmid grows rapidly (approximately cubically) with the core
density, which indicates that the magnitude of plasma transport from the core grows
rapidly with the core density.
In the high Pmid regime, heat convection due to the radial plasma flow and heat con-
duction by CX neutrals dominate the cross-field heat transport across the SOL, and
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carry most of power across the LCFS. Even in the low Pmid regime heat conduction
by CX neutrals dominates the cross-field heat transport in the outer regions of the
SOL (p 2j 3mm).
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis has presented analysis and numerical modeling of transport in the edge
plasma of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. Several important results were obtained in
the course of this work, providing a new understanding of some aspects of the physical
picture of the edge plasma in C-Mod.
6.1 Summary
6.1.1 Anomalous heat diffusivity
Heat transport in the SOL was modeled by a steady-state 2-D heat conduction equa-
tion with classical parallel heat conduction and anomalous cross-field heat diffusivity.
The anomalous cross-field heat diffusivity was then inferred by using experimental
plasma temperature data as optimization constraints.
The anomalous xi were thus inferred for a few hundred of C-Mod discharges. It
was found that the X- values are usually in the range 0.1-1 m 2 /s. No significant
correlation between Xi and other parameters in the database was found. However
it appeared that the subsets corresponding to open and closed bypass have quite
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different y values. For discharges with open bypass the inferred , o values are
larger on average by a factor of about 3 than for those with bypass closed.
The effect of the neutral gas leak in the divertor on the inferred anomalous heat
diffusivities can possibly be explained by effects of heat transport by CX neutral
and/or heat convection.
6.1.2 Particle balance
Motivated by the finding of the effect of the bypass on the SOL temperature profiles
an investigation of particle balance in the edge plasma in C-Mod was conducted. It
resulted in a remarkable finding that, contrary to the traditional picture, in C-Mod
plasma flux escaping from the core plasma primarily flows to the main chamber walls.
Important implications of this finding include: (i) the particle diffusion coefficient
grows across the SOL, (ii) the neutral pressure at the main chamber wall in C-Mod
is set by anomalous particle transport across LCFS rather than by neutral baffling in
the divertor, and (iii) heat convection is an important, maybe dominant, mechanism
of energy transport across the LCFS.
6.1.3 Fluid modeling
To investigate further particle and energy transport in the edge plasma of Alcator
C-Mod, a numerical modeling of C-Mod was conducted, using a multi-fluid code
UEDGE which solves the plasma fluid equations in the real geometry. Confirming the
previous conclusions this modeling illustrated important features of the edge plasma in
Alcator C-Mod. The modeling showed that for typical values of Pid (- 0.1-1 mTorr)
recycling of plasma on the main chamber wall provides most of neutrals present in the
main chamber. The diffusion coefficient required to reproduce in the modeling the
experimental SOL plasma density profiles had to be taken rapidly growing towards
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the wall. Also it was found that usually heat convection due to the radial plasma flow
and heat conduction by CX neutrals dominate the cross-field heat transport across
the SOL, and carry most of power across the LCFS.
6.2 Discussion
The results presented in this thesis are in a clear disagreement with the traditionally
accepted physical picture of the edge plasma in a divertor tokamak. In particular
the picture of main chamber recycling dominating the particle balance for the main
plasma contradicts the very concept of magnetic divertor which is supposed to deflect
plasma particles towards a remote chamber.
As the C-Mod divertor does not perform one of its main functions to control the par-
ticle balance a question arises whether the situation can be changed by some "opti-
mization" of the divertor geometry, possibly making its throat wider to accommodate
more poloidal particle flux. This question is by no means well investigated. Still the
author's opinion is that such modification would not improve the performance of the
C-Mod divertor since: (i) the divertor throat is wide enough to accommodate 1-2
plasma density e-folding lengths, it is not clear how much wider it needs to be, (ii)
making the divertor throat wider would degrade neutral gas baffling and thus would
not allow for high "compression ratio" (Pdiv/Pmid), and (iii) with wider divertor it
would be harder to achieve divertor detachment. As the physical size of a divertor is
limited for a given tokamak, it may be that no divertor physically possible to build
in C-Mod would be able to accomodate a poloidal flux competitive with the particle
flux to the side wall.
Some recent reports from other tokamaks (AUG, JT60) also show that plasma in-
teracts with the side wall more than it was usually thought, but in Alcator C-Mod
this seems to be more explicit, which is apparently due to some specific features of
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C-Mod (high density, high field. compact size). The role of plasma interaction with
the side wall in other tokamnaks deserves further analysis as it is critical for predicting
the divertor performance in next generation tokamaks such as ITER.
6.3 Future work
The author would like to point out some important areas of future work in studying
edge plasmas in C-Mod:
6.3.1 Kinetic modeling of neutral transport.
Many issues related to heat convection, heat conduction by CX neutrals, ionizations
and recombination sources can be elucidated by modeling with neutral transport
codes such as EIRENE or DEGAS. This would also provide important information
for interpretation of experiments with the neutral gas bypass in C-Mod divertor.
6.3.2 Fluid modeling of drifts and currents.
Recent versions of edge codes such as UEDGE, B2.5 gained the capability to include
fluid drifts and electric currents. Modeling of C-Mod with such advanced codes would
be quite valuable for understanding of edge plasma asymmetries.
6.3.3 Experimental measurements of fluctuations.
Direct measurements of fluctuations in the edge plasma can help to understand the
fundamental physics of edge transport. In particular one can measure directly the
convective and conductive components of the anomalous heat flux. Studying correla-
tions between fluctuations measured at different locations for the same field line can
shed light on the problem of filamentary structure of edge turbulence.
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6.3.4 Database analysis of anomalous transport coefficients.
The spectroscopy data along with neutral pressure measurements can be used to
extract the anomalous diffusion coefficient, the heat diffusivity can probably be in-
ferred after subtracting the convective component of the heat flux. Studying empirical
trends in these coefficients using regression analysis and other methods may provide
important information for theoretical understanding of the anomalous transport in
the edge plasma.
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Appendix A
General coordinates
In the tokamak the geometry is quite complicated which forces one to resort to the
general coordinates. Here the author would like to give a brief overview of general
coordinates as a reference. A more complete description of the general coordinates
can be found elsewhere, for example see the book-by D'haeseleer ([67]).
Consider a transformation by which the position vector R(ul, u2 , u3 ) of any point in
3-D space is expressed as a function of three parameters u', u2 , u3 . Using components
of R in a Cartesian system this transformation can be written as:
x = x(u1 , u 2,),3 1Y = Y(U1 U2 ,u 3 ), z = z(ul, u 2 ,U3 ) (A.1)
If this transformation is non-singular it can be inverted:
u1 = u1 (x, y,z), u2 =u 2(x,y,z), u3 =u 3(x,y, z) (A.2)
This means that any point in 3-D space can be described by parameters u1 , u2 , U3
thus they are coordinates as well. These general coordinates are called curvilinear
coordinates.
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Basis vectors
The tangent-basis vectors are defined by
RM (A.3)
The tangent-basis vector ej is tangent to the ut-coordinate curve determined by fixing
the other two coordinates. The tangent-basis vectors form local basis changing from
point to point in the general case. One can define a unit tangent vector by normalizing
it (no summation here)
6i = (A.4)
leil
The magnitude leil = 10R/u1 is represented by symbol hi and is called a metric
coefficient or a scale factor.
Reciprocal basis vectors are defined by
e = VU (A.5)
Thus the reciprocal-basis vector e' is orthogonal to the corresponding coordinate
surface ui = const. The relation between the tangent-basis vectors and the reciprocal-
basis vectors is given by
ei e = (A.6)
where 6i is the Kroneker delta.
The two sets of basis vectors e' and e1 form reciprocal sets of vectors. They can be
expressed through each other by
ejXek (A.7)
ei - (e, x ek)
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or conversely
ej x eC
ei = (A.8)
Covariant and contravariant components of a vector
A vector D can be writen as a linear combination of the vectors from either the
tangent-basis vectors:
D = (D- e)e + (D -e2)e2 + (D. e3 )e3 = Die, + D2e 2 + D3e 3  (A.9)
or the reciprocal basis vectors:
D = (D . ei)el + (D - e2 )e2 + (D -e3)e3 = D1e' + D2e2 + D 3e3  (A.10)
In the first case the coefficients D" are called the contravariant components of vector
D while in the second case the coefficients Di are called the covariant components
of vector D. There are no covariant and contravariant vectors as such in the three-
dimensional physical space.
The physical component of a vector is the length of its orthogonal projection in a
certain direction. This is what is actually measured physically. The physical com-
ponents in the tangent-vector directions ei denoted by Ai are simply related to the
contravariant components A:
Ai = A/hi (A.11)
Tensors
Tensors can be introduced via a dot-product between vectors. A dyad is AB is defined
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by
X - AB = (X -A)B (A.12)
or
AB -X = A(B -X) (A.13)
where X is an arbitrary vector.
A dyad is a two-index object and can be written in the form
AB = A'B'eiej (A.14)
if both A and B are given in their contravariant components. A general second-order
tensor F (also called a dyadic)
F = Fi'eie, (A.15)
cannot be written as an outer product of two vectors but it can be written as a sum
of three dyads.
The metric coefficients gij are defined as the dot-product of the tangent-basis vectors:
gi = ei - ej = . R (A.16)
The metric coefficients g 3 are defined as the dot-product of the reciprocal-basis vec-
tors:
g = - e = Vu, - Vu3 (A.17)
The scale factors hi are related to the diagonal coefficient gii:
gii = h? (A.18)
The differential arc length di along a curve defined by infinitesimal increments of
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coordiantes du is given by
(dl) 2 = gjdudu (A.19)
Once the metric coefficients gij and gLij are known one can easily change contravariant
vector components into covariant components and vice versa using relations:
D' = g" D3, Di = gi, DJ (A.20)
There is a relation between the metric coefficients gi and g' :
3k g= g9i (A.21)
and also
6i,= g31  (A.22)
In terms of matrix algebra this means that the product of matrices [gij] and [gil] is
the identity matrix and thus these two matrices are inverse of each other. It follows
for the determinants of these matrices that
g = det[gij] = 1/det[gj] (A.23)
For coordinate transformation given by Eq. A.1 the Jacobian is by definition the
determinant of the matrix formed by the nine partial derivatives
j = u(X, y, Z) (A.24)
~ (Ul, U2, 3
The Jacobian J of the inverse transformation (Eq.A.2) is
J = (u1.U 2 , u3) (A.25)
(x, y, z)
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These two Jacobians are inverse of each other: J = J-1 .
The determinant of the metric matrix g = det[gi,] is equal to the square of the
Jacobian J: g = J 2. In a locally orthogonal coordinate system J = g = h1h 2 h3.
Vector operations in curvilinear coordinates
For two vectors A and B given in terms of their covariant or contravariant components
A = A'ei = Aie' (A.26)
B = Bei = Bie'
the dot product in general curvilinear coordinates is
A -B = gi -ABj = g 3 Ai B, (A.27)
The magnitude of a vector is then
I AI = Vgi, AA3 = Vg 7A2 A (A.28)
The covariant components of the cross product of two vectors A and B in general
coordinates are given by
(A x B)k = figk fgA'Bj (A.29)
and the contravariant components are given by
(A x B)k = ijk (A.30)
where fijk = E3k is the Levi-Civita tensor.
Differential operators
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The V operator can be introduced in the general coordinates by
V=e- (A.31)a3ui
The gradient of a scalar function is given by
aC.grad<D = VD = e (A.32)89ui
The divergence is given by
-- 
-- 1 d(JAI) 
_1 O(fjAs) (.divA = V - A =- . - -- . (A.33)J eBus ,/ &ul
The curl of a vector field is given by
C ijk i9Aj E ik i9AV x A = j- 7 ek = ek(A.34)
Transformation of vector and tensor components
Let two curvilinear coordinate systems be defined by transformations
Uj = u'(x, y, z) (A.35)
and
U j' = Uj' (x, .y, Z) (A.36)
Then there exists a direct transformation from ua to uj' and vice versa:
Ui' = ui'(ui), ui = uz(uj') (A.37)
All Jacobians are assumed to be non-zero.
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The transformations of covariant vector components are
Ai, = Aj 7 , Aj =A;, a (A.38)
and for the contravariant components
A" =A , Ai = A - (A.39)
Covariant components Fi of a tensor transform like products of covariant vector
components:
Fii = Fmn ,g (A.40)
and
Fij =Fam' 9-aUn'
= ,n, . . (A.41)
Contravariant components Fi of a tensor transform like products of contravariant
vector components:
, , Our' dud'F = F m" (A.42)
,gUm alln
and
F' = Fm na, (A.43)
Note that vectors and tensors are often introduced formally as objects whose compo-
nents transform according to the above transformation rules Eq. (37-42).
Appendix B
Fluid equations
The behavior of ionized gas is described by the kinetic Boltzman equation for each
species a (electrons e, ions i,neutrals n).
&fa a F
- + -(vOf) + (fa) = C. (B.1)at axa av3 ma
For the case of charged particles the force f" is
F. = eE + e,[vB] (B.2)
where the E and B are smoothed macroscopic fields. The microfields arising for the
particles at the close range are described by the collision term C. The collision term
represents the effect of collisions of particles of species a with particles of other species
C. = EbCab(f, fA) (B.3)
Rather than describing plasma in detail by the means of the distribution function it
can be sufficient to use certain average quantities: the number of particles per a unit
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volume, n, the mean velocity of the particles, V, and the temperature.T.
na(t,r) = Jf,(tr,v)dv (B.4)
V (t, r) = I vfa(t r, v)dv =< v >a (B.5)
n'
-, (t r ), ~ - rf = m a
T'(t, r) = / (v - V) 2 fr(t, v)dv = - < (v - V) 2 > (B.6)
n' 3 (B6
Taking the first three moments of the kinetic equation one obtains the fluid transport
equations:
-the equation for the density,
+ V (n.9.) Cad3 V (B.7)
-the equation for the momentum density,
a
5i(nama Va) +V - (nama < 66 >) - qana(E + V x f) = maiCjdov (B.8)
-the equation for the kinetic energy density,
a(nM < v 2 > ) +m (n < 2 
. M < V2 >-Cadov (B.9)5i 2 2 J 2
The velocity can be split into the average and deviation: 5= V+ 6,, and the dyadic
< 6V > in the momentum density equation splits into the ordered part and the
random part:
(B.10)
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The latter defines the pressure tensor
Pa = nama < U,5U >= nma-6 + ra = Pa6 + ira (B.11):3
where pa is the scalar pressure and 7r, is the viscous stress tensor which is the
anisotropic part of the pressure tensor.
The right-hand side of the momentum equation is the momentum loss (friction force)
due to collisions F,
JmagCadov = Ra (B.12)
Using this notation the momentum equation can be written as
nam,( + Va - V)a + VPa = gen,(+ V- x B) + Ra - - r, (B.13)
It can be also written in a sligtly different form:
(namaVa) + V .(namaVa Va) + V -ra = -pa + qana(E+ V x B) + Ra (B.14)
The viscous stress tensor becomes zero if the distribution function is spherically sym-
metric in the velocity space. Since the viscous stress tensor is a tensor of the second
rank and depends on the partial derivatives aVai/&xj it is conventionally written in
the form
aVZ 
_VW 2 aV aVk
-'(- + )- O5- (B.15)
ax- ax, 3 taxk - Xk
where parameters 7 and C are the coefficients of the shear and bulk viscosity.
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For the case of 77 and C constant one can write
V r= -(7 2  - ( +)V(V -) B.16)
Then the momentum equation can be written in the Navier-Stokes form:
nam,( & +V-V)VE = -V7+ x B)+&, (B.17)
In the left-hand side of the energy equation the energy density can be split into the
ordered and random parts
ma<v2 > mV2 m, < v > mV2 3
,a 2 .a 2 +fn, 2 a a + 2pa (B.18)
Next, separating the ordered and the random parts in the energy flux one finds
Ma -62 M aV V fa~ 2 Vafl <. -2
0-a < = n2 Va y+ n, < v, > Y,,+ n.a < r > +na a - < ZFV >2~ 2> 2< ~ 2 2V~r
(B.19)
where on the right-hand side the first term is the ordered flow of ordered kinetic
energy, the second term is heat convection, the third term is the conducted heat, c,
the last term is the rate of work done by the pressure forces.
The collisional term in the energy equation becomes
Jm d2 Jvd >
f 2 Cad0 = 2 Cad +V- Ma,,C dov = Qa +Va. B2)
where Qa is the heat generated in collisions.
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Now the the kinetic energy density equation can be written as
a (n. aV2  3 m ) ,7. (n.
it 2 2 2 +2P)17+ 7 a+ ,n,7. +7a +Q
(B.21)
The momentum equation dot multiplied by 17, gives the ordered kinetic energy density
equation:
(a maV 22LV ) = q(n. 17 - f +Va - Ia - . . (V -13 ) (B.22)
it 2 2
Subtracting it from the energy equation gives the internal energy density equation
9( 3nT.)+V ( Paa+ I)= -VPa- ra:Vfa+Qa (B.23)
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